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6E N A B L I N G S E RV I C E - B A S E D M O D E L L I N G S U P P O RT
T H R O U G H R E U S A B L E C O N C E P T U A L M O D E L S

All knowledge bases contain qualitative models.
All expert systems are “model based.”

— William J. Clancey (Clancey, 1989)

6.1 introduction

Constructing articulate conceptual models is useful for science and educa-
tion (Sections 1.2, 2.4, and Chapter 4). However, conceptual modelling is
difficult (Chapter 2). To work efficiently and effectively, modellers require
serious support from teachers or modelling experts. However, it is time-
consuming to develop feedback on individual models to provide such sup-
port. With a growing community consisting of mostly novice modellers, this
kind of support becomes scarce and is not always available. Consequently,
the lack of support impedes the application of conceptual modelling.

Support provided through software can reduce the endeavours required
to apply conceptual modelling and does not become scarce with an increas-
ing number of novice modellers. For example, Garp3 provides diagram-
matic representations that enables easier model building (Section 3.1). Sim-
ilarly, modelling using the Learning Spaces instead of the full Garp3 form-
alism allows for incremental learning (Chapter 4). These means of support
demonstrate that modelling difficulties can be alleviated using tools. How-
ever, there are modelling difficulties that require tools and assets beyond a
conceptual modelling application to be properly supported, as is illustrated
by the following examples.

In the DynaLearn project, efforts were undertaken to apply the conceptual
modelling of dynamic systems to education.1 To this end, it was necessary
to develop different means of support. In the learning by modelling approach
(Section 2.8) adopted in DynaLearn, learners have to regulate their own
learning, which is known to be beneficial for both motivation and the de-
velopment of metacognitive skills (de Jong, 2006; Donnelly, 2001; Eurydice,
2006; Paris and Paris, 2001). However, learners typically require feedback
from teachers to improve their model (Section 2.8.2) and to decide their
next modelling challenge (Section 2.8.3). Automatically generating such in-
dividualised feedback requires comparing a learner’s model to similar mod-
els. Hence, a large number of community-developed models is necessary to
provide adequate feedback. An online repository is an obvious choice to col-
lect such models, and could provide feedback via a web service (Haas and
Brown, 2004). However, the current format of QR models is not meant to be
processed by other tools, which makes model comparison difficult. As such,
there is an interoperability problem.

A similar problem occurs with the addition of support provided by on-
screen virtual characters. Such characters are known to improve the motiv-
ation and self-confidence of learners (Leelawong and Biswas, 2008; Lester
et al., 1997; Mulken et al., 1998), which are important factors in science edu-

1http://www.DynaLearn.eu
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cation (Osborne et al., 2003). Such characters have to be able to talk about the
content in models in order to be educationally useful. Therefore, to reuse ex-
isting virtual character software and enable their dialogues, such software
has to be able to (re)use the representations in QR models. However, the
same interoperability issue resulting from the current format of QR models
prevents them from being used for this purpose.

The model repository and virtual characters examples show that support
provided by what we will call services requires interoperability.2 This chapter
proposes that this interoperability problem can be solved by translating
the QR representations into a knowledge representation language that pre-
serves the conceptual distinctions made in QR models. The chapter is organ-
ized as follows. Section 6.2 enumerates the representational requirements
that are necessary to allow services to use the QR representations, and Sec-
tion 6.3 argues how the Web Ontology Language (OWL) (Bechhofer et al.,
2004; Hitzler et al., 2009) might be used to fulfil these requirements. Sec-
tion 6.4 describes how the different QR representations in models and simu-
lations can be compartmentalized and linked, while Section 6.5 presents an
OWL ontology capturing the terms in the Garp3 QR formalism. The repres-
entations of QR models and simulations refer to the terms in this ontology.
Sections 6.6 through 6.11 report on specific representational issues and solu-
tions in the design of URIs (6.6), the representation of relations (6.7), model
fragments (6.8), simulations (6.9), attributes and quantity spaces (6.10), and
the constraints of mathematical expressions (6.11). Section 6.12 describes
examples of service-based modelling support for the Garp3 software (Sec-
tion 3.1) and the DynaLearn Interactive Learning Environment (ILE) (Bre-
deweg et al., 2013, 2010) that are made possible by reusable QR models.
Section 6.13 documents the approach taken to evaluate whether the repres-
entations are correct and allow for reuse. Section 6.14 discusses the limita-
tions of OWL discovered during the QR formalisation. Finally, Section 6.15

concludes the chapter.

6.2 requirements for reusable conceptual models

Accessing and using the information in conceptual models is problematic, as
conceptual modelling tools typically use different (often closed and propri-
etary) representation formats. This issue prevents services from providing
modelling support. As such, there is an interoperability problem. Interoper-
ability is defined as "the ability of two or more systems or components to exchange
information and to use the information that has been exchanged." (IEEE, 1990). Dif-
ferent forms of interoperability can be distinguished. Syntactic interoperab-
ility establishes a common format for data structures and a shared protocol
for communication, which is the minimum requirement for two systems to
be interoperable. Semantic interoperability means "to ascribe to each imported
piece of knowledge the correct interpretation or set of models." (Euzenat, 2001).

For our purposes, full semantic interoperability, interpreted as being able
to derive the same conclusions, is both not practical and not necessary. Such
interoperability would require each of the possible inferences in the Garp3

reasoning engine to be formalised in a more expressive knowledge repres-
entation language. Such an effort, which would constitute an investigation
of the Garp3 reasoning in terms of, for example, first-order logic, could be

2"A service is a mechanism to enable access to one or more capabilities, where the access is provided
using a prescribed interface and is exercised consistent with constraints and policies as specified by the
service description." (Mackenzie et al., 2006).
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useful to investigate the soundness and completeness of the Garp3 reas-
oning system. However, such an effort is does not contribute to achieving
service-based modelling support, as the envisioned services are not meant
to mimic the Garp3 reasoning. It is sufficient to accomplish syntactic in-
teroperability, preserve the conceptual distinctions made in the Garp3 QR
formalism, and allow the representations to be checked for correctness. Spe-
cifically, we propose that the following five requirements will enable concep-
tual models to be (re)usable by services to provide modelling support.

Representing models in a well-defined established knowledge representation
(KR) language is a first requirement for reusability (requirement #1). This re-
quirement consists of two parts that each have two reasons. First, being well-
defined should allow the representations to serve as a common format that
enables the information in QR models to be processed by services. Second,
the language should constrain how the representations are used. The second
part of the requirement, being established, concerns the expectation that the
language will be available and supported in the future. Additionally, estab-
lished knowledge representation languages typically have a range of tools
available for them. Particularly important are libraries for different program-
ming languages that allow querying and processing of representations de-
veloped using the KR language. This allows services that are implemen-
ted using those programming languages to use representations as input (to
query and manipulate them) or generate them as output. The current bin-
ary file representations and Prolog file representations of QR models (Sec-
tion 4.13) do not fulfil this requirement, as the binary files cannot be opened
by services and the Prolog files cannot easily be processed except by other
Prolog systems.

To allow for efficient information exchange, QR models should be rep-
resented as compartmentalized linked representations (requirement #2). This is
important as QR models consist of a variety of representations, such as the
definitions of entities, configurations and quantities, scenarios and model
fragments, and simulations (Chapter 3). Different services may require only
part of the representation as input, while others require multiple representa-
tions. Moreover, particular representations can be large, such as a simulation
with hundreds of states. Therefore, it should be possible for the represent-
ations to be exchanged independently (compartmentalized) and for these
representations to be treated by the services as a single whole representation
(linked). The Prolog representation of QR models can be compartmentalized,
however such compartmentalized Prolog representations are not linked. For
example, when multiple models are compartmentalized, it is unclear which
representations belong to the same model. For this reason, the current Pro-
log representation does not fulfil this requirement.

To prevent ambiguity in the interpretation of representations, they should
possess a means to identify model ingredients and types (requirement #3). The
modelling environment and the different services will often exchange in-
formation about particular representations within a model. Consequently, it
is imperative that there is no ambiguity about which information belongs to
which representation. Within QR models, this issue is especially challenging
as a result of the reuse of model fragments. Consider a model fragment with
two population entities and two associated size quantities. It should be clear
to which size quantity a particular value assignment belongs, even when the
model fragment is reused several times within another model fragment. Sim-
ilarly, the types of model ingredients should have an unambiguous means
of identification so that the conceptual distinctions in the conceptual mod-
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elling language are preserved. The current Prolog representations do not
uniquely identify model ingredients. For example, model ingredients with
the same name in different models cannot be distinguished. For this reason,
the current Prolog representation does not fulfil this requirement.

Being able to identify the different formalism terms is not sufficient to
assure that different services interpret the model ingredients in the same
way. In addition, this requires the adequate expression of term meaning in the
KR language (requirement #4). As mentioned previously, our goal is interop-
erability, but not full semantic interoperability. KR languages make different
ontological commitments, are meant for different tasks, and make different
trade-offs between expressivity and decidability (Levesque and Brachman,
1985). Consequently, it is likely that the meaning of some terms cannot be
captured within a chosen KR language. To deal with this issue, the mean-
ing of terms should be represented when the KR language allows it, but
inferences that do not ’fit’ the language should not be forced upon it. Ad-
ditionally, this requirement necessitates that each of the formalism terms
and model ingredients should be represented in a way that conforms to the
ontological commitments of the KR language (Section 5.2.2).

A consequence of a conceptual model being adequately represented in a
knowledge representation language is that this representation captures the
meaning of the model using the semantics of the KR language. Therefore, it
should be possible to reuse reasoning engines that exist for the KR language
(requirement #5), as these implement the meaning of the language. Such
reasoning can be beneficial for the services that use the model representa-
tions.

6.3 why the web ontology language?

The following sections explain our reasons for choosing OWL (Section 6.3.1),
the issues that we anticipate when using OWL (Section 6.3.2), and some of
the alternative languages that we could have chosen (Section 6.3.3).

6.3.1 Reasons for choosing OWL

The Web Ontology Language (OWL) (Bechhofer et al., 2004; Hitzler et al.,
2009) seems an appropriate choice as the KR language to represent QR mod-
els. OWL is being developed as part of the semantic web initiative. This ini-
tiative proposes that making (web) content more machine-processable will
simplify and improve search (van Harmelen and Antoniou, 2004). More
importantly for our purpose, such more machine-processable representa-
tions should allow for interoperability between services through Service
Oriented Architectures (SOA) (Berners-Lee et al., 2001; Cardoso and Sheth,
2006; Heflin, 2004). This section reports on how OWL is expected to fulfil
the requirements that make interoperability possible (Section 6.2).

Since its inception, OWL has become the de facto standard for developing
ontologies (Horrocks, 2007). OWL has several desirable features: a large user
community, multiple available reasoning engines (e.g., FACT++ (Tsarkov
and Horrocks, 2006), Pellet (Sirin et al., 2007), HermiT (Motik et al., 2009b)
and RacerPro3), multiple programming language libraries to read, manipu-
late and save OWL files (e.g., the OWL API (Bechhofer et al., 2003), the SWI-
Prolog Semantic Web Library (Wielemaker, 2009; Wielemaker et al., 2008),

3Racer Systems GmbH & Co. KG, http://www.racer-systems.com

http://www.racer-systems.com
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the Thea OWL2 library (Vassiliadis et al., 2009), and others (Gracia et al.,
2010)), and tools that allow non-experts to create OWL ontologies (Protégé
(Knublauch et al., 2004), SWOOP (Kalyanpur et al., 2006), Triple20 (Wiele-
maker et al., 2005)). Moreover, OWL is a W3C certified standard (Bechhofer
et al., 2004). Consequently, it fulfils the requirement of being an established
well-defined KR language (#1).

OWL is based on a number of technologies: Uniform Resource Identifiers
(URIs), the eXtensible Markup Language (XML), XML Schema (XMLS), the
Resource Description Framework (RDF), RDF Schema (RDFS), and Descrip-
tion Logics (DLs) (van Harmelen and Antoniou, 2004). URIs fulfil the role
of identifiers in OWL, and are strings of characters that identify resources
(Berners-Lee et al., 2005). A resource can be anything that has an identity,
such as a web page, person, or representation. URIs consists of a protocol
(http://), a host (www.w3.org), a path (/TR/2009/REC-owl2-syntax-20091027/)
and a fragment (#Classes).4 By adopting URIs in the representation of QR
models, it becomes possible to develop identifiers for each model ingredi-
ent, which allows model ingredients and their types to be identified (require-
ment #3). URIs also make is possible to link multiple representations, as they
can refer to representations in other files. As such, the use of URIs allows the
establishment of Linked Data (Bizer et al., 2009), which is structured data
interlinked with other data on the web in a way that can be processed by
computers. URIs therefore allow for compartmentalized linked representa-
tions within QR model representations (requirement #2).

XML provides OWL with a text-based format that can represent expres-
sions in most of the world’s natural languages (via Unicode), and can be
used to represent QR models in different alphabets (Section 4.12). XMLS
defines data types that can be used in OWL. RDF is a data model that con-
sists of triples (subject, predicate, object), that is used to represent assertions
in OWL.5 These assertions can be queried using the SPARQL Protocol and
RDF Query Language (SPARQL) (Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne, 2008).6

RDFS, which as part of the development of OWL has been given a form-
ally defined model theory, defines KR primitives such as class and subclass.
OWL itself derives its semantics from DLs, which are decidable subsets of
First-Order Logic (FOL) (Baader et al., 2007, 2008; Horrocks et al., 2003).

To answer the questions whether QR models can be adequately represen-
ted (requirement #4) and whether reasoning can be reused (requirement #5),
the formalism terms in OWL should be discussed. The main OWL primit-
ives are classes, properties and individuals. Table 8 shows how these primit-
ives can be used in DL notation. Classes represent concepts, and can be seen
as sets of individuals. For example, the class Animal can be considered to
be the set of all animals. Classes are also organised as hierarchies, signifying
that being an individual of a class means that it is also an individual of its su-
perclasses. All classes are subclasses of owl:Thing, which represents the set
of all individuals. OWL allows two ways to define classes: extensional and in-

4Namespaces, which are shorthands for parts of URIs, make such references easier. For
example, to refer to the concept class in OWL, it is possible to use owl:Thing, in which
the owl: is an abbreviation of http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#. This is possible because all
OWL primitives are resources defined by a URI as a result of OWL being defined in terms
of itself (Bechhofer et al., 2004). Consequently, a class definition becomes much shorter (e.g.,
Population v owl:Thing).

5OWL representations are fully represented in RDF. However, for the terminology part of
an OWL file, editors typically show graphical and DL representations instead of RDF graphs.

6SPARQL is a recursive acronym, as the first letter represents the acronym itself. Other
notable recursive acronyms are GNU’s not Unix (GNU), PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP)
and LAME Ain’t an MP3 Encoder (LAME).

http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#
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tensional. Intensional definitions define classes based on the properties their
individuals should have, while extensional definitions indicate that a class
consists of exactly a particular set of individuals. Individuals represent occur-
rences of things, such as a particular animal, and are derived from classes.
Properties are used to represent relations between classes and between indi-
viduals. For example, a particular animal living in a particular forest. Prop-
erties are organised in a hierarchy, meaning that if a property holds between
two individuals, the superproperties will also hold between those individu-
als. All properties are subproperties of owl:topObjectProperty, which rep-
resents the set of properties that relate every pair of individuals. Within this
thesis, the word property individual is used to refer to a property relating
individuals, while the word property definition is used for the definition of
a property. In OWL, property definitions and property individuals share
the same URI. As such, the language makes no distinction between these
concepts.

Representation Meaning

C1 v C2 C1 is a subclass of C2.

C1 ≡ C2 C1 is equivalent to C2.

R1 v R2 R1 is a subproperty of R2.

R1 ≡ R−2 R2 is the inverse role of R1.

(> 1R) v C Source individuals (domain) of property R are C.

> v ∀R.C Target individuals (range) of property R are C.

> v 6 1R Functional: there is only one filler for property R.

R1 ◦ R2 v R3 R3 can be inferred from a property chain of R1 and R2.

¬C The complement of C.

C1 t C2 The union between classes C1 and C2.

C1 u C2 The intersection between classes C1 and C2.

C1 u C2 = ⊥ C1 and C2 are disjoint (share no individuals).

∀R.C All fillers of relation R should be individuals of C.

∃R.C At least one filler of relation R is an individual of C.

> 3R There are at least three fillers for relation R.

> 3R.C There are at least three fillers of type C for relation R

6 1R There is 1 filler maximum for relation R.

o ∈ C1 o is an individual of type C1.

〈o1,o2〉 ∈ R Individual o1 is related to o2 through an property R.

〈o, v1〉 ∈ U Individual o is related through property U to value v1.

o1 = o2 o1 and o2 are the same individuals.

o1 6= o2 o1 and o2 are different individuals.

C ≡ {o1,o2,o3} Class C consists of exactly individuals o1, o2, and o3.

Table 8: OWL representations in DL notation and their meaning.
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Intensional definitions in OWL are formalised as restrictions, which rep-
resent sets of conditions. These restrictions can either represent necessary
(N), or necessary and sufficient (N+S) conditions. Necessary conditions in-
dicate that a class must fulfil certain conditions. Such conditions can be
read as implication rules and use the subclass operator (e.g., AntEater v
∃preysOn.(Antt Termite)).7 In contrast, N+S conditions indicate that hav-
ing certain conditions is enough to belong to that class (in addition to the
requirement that individuals of the class must fulfil those conditions). As
such, N+S conditions indicate equivalence, i.e. that two classes cover exactly
the same sets of individuals (e.g., Predator ≡ ∃preysOn.Animal). N+S con-
ditions allow individuals to be classified as belonging to particular classes,
and classes as being subclasses of other classes. Given the definitions in the
examples (and assuming that ants or termites are formalised as being anim-
als), the ant eater class is classified as being a subclass of the predator class.
Different conditions also make it possible to determine that two classes are
equivalent.

In addition to classification (also called subsumption) and determing equi-
valence, OWL reasoners can infer the inconsistency of classes and individu-
als. A class is inconsistent when it cannot have individuals (C v ⊥), while
an individual is inconsistent if it cannot exist. Consider the following defini-
tions of herbivors and carnivores. Herbivores eat exclusively (and at least 1)
autotrophs (Herbivore ≡ ∀eats.Autotroph u ∃eats.Autotroph), while car-
nivores eat exclusively (and at least 1) animals (Carnivore ≡ ∀eats.Animal u
∃eats.Animal). Given that the classes Autotroph and Animal are defined
as disjoint (Autotroph u Animal = ⊥), a class defined by the intersection
of herbivores and carnivores (HAndC ≡ Herbivore u Carnivore) is empty
and therefore inconsistent. An ontology containing inconsistent classes or
individuals is said to be inconsistent. Inconsistency informs the knowledge
modeller that the formalised knowledge contradicts itself and should there-
fore be corrected.

An important advanced form of representation that has become possible
in OWL2 is punning (Golbreich and Wallace, 2012; Hitzler et al., 2009).8 It
allows OWL primitives, classes, individuals and properties, to be treated
as other OWL primitives. For example, it is possible to treat a class as an
individual, a property as a class or a property as an individual. In OWL1,
such representations resulted in ontologies becoming undecidable (tread-
ing outside the decidable OWL DL language into what known as OWL
Full (Bechhofer et al., 2004)). However, in OWL2, reasoning with representa-
tions that use punning is decidable. The reasoning engine treats the punned
resource as the appropriate primitive whenever necessary. Punning is es-
sential to solve common representational problems. Consider the following
example (Guarino and Welty, 2002b; Motik, 2007): Human v Mammal,
Chris ∈ Human. Chris can be classified as a mammal. However, introdu-
cing the the concept of species to this taxonomy (Mammal v Species)
results in Chris being classified as a species. The reason is that this rep-
resentation is incorrect. Not all mammals are species. Rather, species as a
concept is a member of the concept species. Punning allows this knowledge
to be represented by defining mammal as an individual of class species
(Mammal ∈ Species). This prevents the spurious inference.

7Note that OWL is not rule-based formalism. Combining OWL and rules remains an active
research area (Section 6.3.2).

8http://www.mkbergman.com/913/metamodeling-in-domain-ontologies/ (visited 12th of
March 2013)

http://www.mkbergman.com/913/metamodeling -in-domain-ontologies/
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Given this specification of OWL, we return to the question whether QR
models can be adequately represented in the language (requirement #4).
There are several indicators that suggest this should be possible. First, the en-
tity, agent, and assumption definition hierarchies in QR models (Section 3.3.1)
can be considered ontologies that can be reproduced as class hierarchies
in OWL. Second, individuals of such definitions can be made to construct
model fragments, which can themselves be reused. Such representations
seem similar to those used in design documentation, which is one of the
use cases for OWL (Heflin, 2004). OWL has been applied for such purposes
in the (air) system engineering domain (Graves and Horrocks, 2008). Third,
part of the reasoning in the Garp3 engine — the determine active MFs subtask
(Section 3.5.1) — can be considered a classification task (or classification
problem type) (Breuker, 1994; Breuker and van de Velde, 1994; Schreiber
et al., 2000). Since classification can be considered the main reasoning task
with OWL,9 a representation of QR models that allows for the classification
of scenarios seems plausible. Specifically, the representation of scenarios and
model fragments should be done in such a way that scenarios can be classi-
fied as individuals of model fragments, and should allow the consequences
of model fragments to be inferred.10 This seems achievable by representing
the conditions in model fragments as N+S conditions, so that scenarios can
be classified. The consequences should be represented using N condition.
This should prove sufficient to classify scenarios as model fragments (with
the exception of the required inequality reasoning, Section 3.5). Such an ac-
complishment would show that the representation is adequate, as the part
of the meaning of scenarios and model fragments is accurately captured (re-
quirement #4). Furthermore, such a representation allows for the reuse of
existing reasoning engines (requirement #5).

In summary, the analysis above supports the hypothesis that OWL is a
suitable candidate for the representation of QR models and simulations as
a means to achieve interoperability. In this thesis, OWL is therefore chosen
as the KR language to fulfil this purpose.

6.3.2 Anticipated issues using OWL

Representational issues are expected during the formalisation of QR in OWL
for multiple reasons. First, QR representations and OWL can be considered
different subsets of First-Order Logic (FOL) (Figure 56). The Garp3 reason-
ing engine is implemented in SWI-Prolog (Wielemaker et al., 2012), which
is based on horn logic programs. By contrast, OWL is based on DLs. The is-
sue is that DLs and horn logic programs are different (though overlapping)
subsets of FOL. Second, Prolog actually goes beyond horn logic programs
by allowing procedural attachments, which are not present in DLs. Third,
Prolog implements a closed-world assumption through the negation as fail-
ure rule, which means that anything than cannot be derived is considered
false. By contrast, OWL has adopted an open world assumption, which
means that unprovable statements are considered unknown. This is neces-
sary, as OWL is meant to be used on the web, and therefore allows different

9Other inferences with OWL can be reduced to proving subsumption, which is classifica-
tion. C is inconsistent is equivalent to C v ⊥. C ≡ D is equivalent to C v D and D v C. C
is disjoint from D (C v ¬D) is equivalent to C uD v ⊥.

10Note that the algorithm in the Garp3 reasoning engine searches for model fragments that
match a scenario, while an OWL reasoner would classify scenarios as individuals of model
fragments. Although the approach is conceptually different, the task can be considered equi-
valent.
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knowledge bases to be reused. If OWL would implement a closed world
assumption, it would potentially derive conflicting conclusions depending
on whether a knowledge base is reused (and a statement becomes known).
OWL avoids these kinds of non-monotonic reasoning by design (Horrocks
et al., 2003). Fourth, the model fragments used in QR can be considered
rules (Section 3.3.6). However, OWL does not include representations of
rules (Horrocks et al., 2003), and its ability to approximate rules via classi-
fication is rudimentary (e.g., such as in the HARNESS system, El-Ali et al.
(2008)).11 Consequently, if our approach of representing model fragments as
classes with N+S and N conditions (Section 6.3.1) proves insufficient, they
probably cannot be represented in OWL without loss of meaning. Each of
these reasons makes it likely that the QR semantics requires expressiveness
that goes beyond description logics.12

First-Order Logic

Description
Logics

Horn
Logic

Programs

Description
Logic

Programs

Logic
Programs

(Negation as
 Failure)

(Procedural
Attachments)

Figure 56: Venn diagrams showing description logics and logic programs as overlap-
ping subsets of first-order logic, adapted from (Grosof et al., 2003).

Some of the anticipated issues with OWL could be avoided if we opt for
a hybrid representational approach. For example, in the Legal Knowledge
Interchange Format (LKIF), OWL2-DL is combined with a rule formalism
that is geared to legal argumentation (Boer et al., 2006; Breuker et al., 2007).
A number of rule languages have been proposed that come close to being
’DL-safe’, such as the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) (Horrocks et al.,
2004), Description Logic Programs (Grosof et al., 2003) and the Rule Inter-
change Format (Boley and Kifer, 2013). However, we prefer to use a single
format for the QR representation in order not to further complicate services
using the QR representations. Although this approach might complicate cap-
turing the meaning of particular QR representations, it will produce insights
into the strengths and limitations of OWL. Furthermore, the envisioned ser-
vices interpret the representations in unique ways to provide different forms
of support. As such, full semantic interoperability by capturing the complete
meaning of the QR representations is not essential.

11HARNESS: Hybrid Architecture for Reasoning with Norms by Employing Semantic Web
Standards.

12The semantics of the Garp3 QR formalism has currently not been formalised. As such,
many of the properties of the algorithms, such as soundness and completeness, are unknown.
Moreover, it is unclear whether the semantics can be expressed as a subset of FOL.
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6.3.3 Other alternatives

A number of other languages that also seem to fulfil the requirements for in-
teroperability are the Compositional Modelling Language (CML), Common
Logic (CL), and the Cyc Language (CycL). However, none of these languages
is as well-established as OWL.

CML is a language that attempts to unify different dialects of QR (Bobrow
et al., 1996; Brian et al., 1994). It can be translated into the Knowledge Inter-
change Format (KIF) (Genesereth and Fikes, 1992), which is a predecessor
to CL (which is an ISO standard)13. A distributed collaborative editing en-
vironment for CML is said to exist, and a simulation system for CML was
under development (Bobrow et al., 1996). However, currently neither seems
to be available. This suggest that CML, although well-defined, is insuffi-
ciently established to be used for our purposes (requirement #1). Moreover,
there seems to be no reasoning engine that can be reused (requirement #5).

Both CL and CycL (Guha and Lenat, 1990, 1993; Lenat and Guha, 1991)
are based on First-Order Logic (FOL).14 DLs, such as the one on which OWL
is based, are a decidable subset of FOL (Grosof et al., 2003). Consequently,
FOL and CycL are more expressive, but undecidable. In practice undecid-
ability might not be an issue (Doyle and Patil, 1991; Sowa, 2007). There are
two more problematic issues with CL. First, CL representations cannot be
shared as linked data on the semantic web, as "RDF and OWL can also be
considered dialects that express subsets of the CL semantics: any statement in RDF
or OWL can be translated to CLIF [CL Interchange Format], CGIF [Conceptual
Graph Interchange Format], or XCL [XML-based notation for CL], but only
a subset can be translated back to RDF or OWL" (Sowa, 2008). Second, it seems
that current FOL theorem provers do not natively reason with CL. CL rep-
resentations have to be translated to a format that a reasoner can process.
OWL representations do not have this problem. CycL has its own inference
engine and seems more suitable than CL. However, CycL is not a certified
standard and there are no competing reasoner implementations for the lan-
guage, which makes it less certain that the language will be available and
supported in the future (requirement #1).15

6.4 compartmentalizing representations

The design of the QR representation in OWL (hereafter called QR formal-
isation) should compartmentalize different representations (requirement #2).
This should allow different services and components to be provided with
only the information that they require. For services that require multiple
compartments as input, links between these representations should make it
possible to interpret these compartments as a single whole representation.

13(Joint Technical Committee ISO/IEC JTC 1, Information technology, Subcommittee SC 32,
Data management and interchange, 2007).

14CycL is actually a superset of FOL (Sowa, 2007), due to the addition of contexts (micro-
theories).

15There are three factors that make developing a CycL reasoner implementation difficult.
First, without being a standard there is no specification of what to implement. Second, the
Cyc reasoner consists different special purpose representations and inference engines for per-
formance reasons (Guha and Lenat, 1990). Third, the terms of use do not allow for reverse
engineering.16

16http://www.cyc.com/terms (visited 15th of February 2013)

http://www.cyc.com/terms
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The compartmentalization is inspired by previous research that distin-
guishes different types of ontologies based on the type of ontological com-
mitments they make (Figure 57) (van Heijst et al., 1995):17

representation ontologies represent the ontological commitments of
knowledge representation formalisms. For the QR formalisation, the
OWL2 formalism is chosen, which distinguishes classes, individuals
and properties. Ontological commitments of representation ontologies
have to be domain independent in order for the language to be widely
applicable. The terms in representation ontologies are used as a frame-
work to develop generic ontologies.

generic ontologies define specialisations of concepts defined within a
representation ontology, thus extending its ontological commitments.
As with representation ontologies, the defined concepts and relations
are domain-independent. Within the QR formalisation, the generic on-
tology is a representation of the Garp3 QR formalism terms, which is
called the QR formalism ontology. This ontology defines concepts such
as quantities, model fragments, states, and causal relations.

domain ontologies further extend the ontological commitments made
by generic ontologies. Domain ontologies are used to formalise con-
cepts that are specific for particular areas of discourse. As such, the do-
main ontology defines the terminology used in a specific domain. The
distinction between generic and domain ontologies is a dichotomy of
convenience. The concepts exist on a continuum. After all, if a domain
is chosen broad enough it can be considered generic. A QR model and
its simulations, which we will refer to as a Qualitative Reasoning Model
and Simulations (QRMS) representation, can be considered a domain on-
tology.18

Within the formalisation of the QRMS representation, further represent-
ations can be distinguished (Figure 57). The OWL representation of a QR
model, which is called a QR Model (QRM) representation, can be differenti-
ated from the simulations it can produce.19 Consequently, within the QR
formalisation, these representations should be compartmentalized. Within
the QRM representation, two more representations can be distinguished.
First, the formalisation of model ingredient definitions (Section 3.3), which
is called the domain concept ontology, defines part of the domain concepts.
Second, domain aggregates, such as the representations of scenarios (specific
aggregates) and model fragments (generic aggregates), are compositions of

17van Heijst et al. (1995) also distinguish application ontologies, which define the (domain-
independent) concepts necessary to accomplish a particular task. An example is the notion
of an observable in the diagnosis task (Breuker and van de Velde, 1994; Schreiber et al., 2000).
QR models can also be regarded in terms of how they support the execution of tasks, such as
e.g., prediction (Section 3.5) or diagnosis (de Kleer and Williams, 1987; de Koning et al., 2000).
However, determining which parts of the Garp3 QR formalism should be considered generic
ontology and which should be considered application ontology, and whether distinguishing
these parts is even possible and necessary, is outside the scope of this thesis.

18This correspondence is not an exact fit. Although particular scenarios, model fragments
and simulations can be said to define concepts (e.g., the model fragment photosynthesis), this
is not the case generally. Appendix E discusses an alternative representation that makes more
refined distinctions.

19Note that on the QRM Portal (http://www.Garp3.org), the acronym QRM is used differ-
ently and stands for Qualitative Reasoning and Modelling.

http://www.Garp3.org
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OWL2 Formalism

QR Formalism Ontology

Representation Ontology

Generic Ontology

Domain Ontology

Corresponds to
ExtendsLegend

Simulations

Generic Aggregates

Specific Aggregates

Domain Aggregates

Domain Concept Ontology

QRM Representation

QRMS Representation

Figure 57: Compartmentalization of QR representations. Ontology types and their
relationships according to (van Heijst et al., 1995) are shown on the left.
Representational compartments in the QR formalisation are shown on the
right. Correspondences between the two are highlighted in the middle.

individuals instantiated from both the domain concept ontology and the QR
formalism ontology.20

The manner in which the different representations in the QR formalisation
are linked is shown in Figure 58. Note that the example shown is strongly
simplified for explanatory purposes. Moreover, the URIs are replaced by
readable equivalents instead of the more intricate versions used in the real
representation (Section 6.6). Namespaces are used to abbreviate these URIs:
owl: for the OWL formalism, qr: for the QR formalism ontology, qrm: for
the QRM representations, and qrs: for QR simulation representations.

Five different levels of representation are distinguished: (1) the OWL2

formalism, (2) the QR formalism ontology, (3) the domain concept ontology,
(4) the domain aggregates, and (5) the simulations. The OWL2 formalism level
includes terms defined by OWL, such as owl:Class and owl:ObjectProperty.
The QR formalism ontology level includes definitions of the terms in the QR
Formalism, such as qr:Quantity and qr:positiveInfluence. These terms
are defined in terms of OWL2 concepts. The domain concept ontology level
consists of model ingredient definitions, such as qrm:Natality and qrm:Size,
and are expressed in terms of QR formalism terms. The domain aggregates
level represents all model fragments and scenarios. In the example, part of
a model fragment is shown, namely natality positively influencing (popu-
lation) size. This example shows that the domain aggregates incorporate
individuals from both the domain concept ontology (natality and size) and
the QR formalism ontology (positiveInfluence). Finally, the simulation level
represents the states that are the result of simulating scenarios. In the ex-
ample, part of a single state is shown in which the positive influence in the

20The representation of generic aggregates using individuals in the QRM representation is
a workaround to deal with limits in the expressivity of OWL (Section 6.8). The ingredients
of specific aggregates and generic aggregates are conceptually different. We argue that KR lan-
guages and the knowledge bases developed using these languages should make this distinction
(Appendix E.3).
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model fragment applies twice (e.g., as a result of there being two popula-
tions). These simulation ingredients can be considered individuals instanti-
ated from the individuals in the domain aggregates level.21 For convenience,
the terminology used for the different types of QR ingredients throughout
this chapter is shown in Table 9.

OWL2 Formalism

QR Formalism Ontology

Domain Concept Ontology
(Model Ingredient 
Definitions)

Domain Aggregates
(Model Fragments &
 Scenarios)

Simulations

positiveInfluence

qrm:Natality1 qrm:Size1

qrs:Natality1.1 qrs:Size1.1

qrs:Natality1.2 qrs:Size1.2

qr:positiveInfluenceqr:Quantity

owl:Class owl:ObjectProperty

qrm:Natality qrm:Size

positiveInfluence

Represented as
Instance of

positiveInfluence
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Figure 58: The QR formalisation of a part of a QR model and one of its simulations
inspired by the different types of ontologies (Figure 57).

The OWL2 formalism22 and QR formalism ontology23 can be considered
stable vocabularies,24 and are available as files on the web. The QR formal-
ism ontology requires the OWL2 formalism to be interpreted. QRM repres-
entations, or only their domain concept ontology, can be exported based on
QR models loaded in Garp3 and DynaLearn, and refer to the QR formalism
ontology. A single QR model can produce multiple simulations, and there-
fore the outcomes of each simulation (i.e. the state graphs) can be exported
to OWL individually. However, each simulation OWL file requires its cor-
responding QRM formalisation to be interpreted. Given these restrictions,
the envisioned inputs for services are a domain concept ontology, a QRM
representation, or a simulation together with its QRM representation.

21How this achieved in OWL is discussed in Section 6.9.
22http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#
23http://staff.science.uva.nl/~jliem/ontologies/DynaLearnQRvocabulary.owl
24Unless changes to the formalisms are made.

http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#
http://staff.science.uva.nl/~jliem/ontologies/DynaLearnQRvocabulary .owl
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Name Description

QR ingredient
Any QR ingredient in a QRMS represent-
ation.

QR model ingredient
Any ingredient in a QRM representa-
tion.

QR model ingredient defini-
tion

An ingredient in a domain concept on-
tology that defines concepts used in do-
main aggregates.

QR model ingredient indi-
vidual

An individual of a QR model ingredient
definition in a domain aggregate.

QR simulation ingredient (in-
dividual)

Any ingredient in a simulation. All the
ingredients in a simulation are individu-
als. As such, the word individual is op-
tional.

Table 9: Terminology for the different types of QR ingredients.

6.5 qualitative reasoning formalism ontology

The QR formalism ontology defines each of the terms in the Garp3 QR
formalism. These definitions are the representational basis with which QRM
and simulation representations are formalised (Section 6.4). Both the Garp3

workbench and the DynaLearn ILE make use of the Garp3 QR formalism.
As such, model and simulation representations of both these tools can be
represented using the terms in the QR formalism ontology (Section 4.13).
The ontology provides the URIs that identify the types of ingredients (re-
quirement #3) and is also meant to adequately express the meaning of the
QR terms in OWL (requirement #4).

The URIs of the terms are relatively simple compared to those of model
and simulation ingredients (Section 6.6), and are inspired by the term names.
Terms represented by classes start with a capital letter (e.g., qr:Entity,
qr:Quantity, and qr:ModelFragment), while those represented by prop-
erties start with a small letter (e.g., qr:configuration, qr:influence, and
qr:inequality). The design choice of representing particular ingredients as
properties is discussed in more depth in Section 6.7.

The class hierarchy and property hierarchies (shown in Appendix C),
serve two purposes. First, they categorize ingredients based on important
features. This makes representations based on these ingredients easier to un-
derstand. Second, classes and properties can serve as shorthands for their
subclasses and subproperties in both OWL restrictions and in the source
code of services. For example, qr:inequality serves as a shorthand for the
five possible inequalities.

Within the class hierarchy, the main distinction is between QR ingredients
and QR ingredient parts. QR ingredients represent each of the ingredients
that modellers can define, such as model fragments, quantities and their
definitions, and causal relations. In the QRMS representation, QR ingredi-
ents represented as individuals (in models or simulations) are associated to
aggregates, such as model fragments and scenarios, through property indi-
viduals (Section 6.8 and 6.9). By contrast, QR ingredient parts in a QR model,
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such as the derivative of a quantity, qualitative values, and attribute values,
are incorporated into aggregates as a result of a modeller adding QR ingredi-
ents to these aggregates. For example, a set of attribute values becomes part
of a model fragment as a result of a modeller adding a particular attribute.
In the QRMS representation, there are properties that associate QR ingredi-
ents to their parts, but no direct properties from aggregates to ingredient
parts (as this would require many more assertions of property individuals).

A second distinction in the class hierarchy is between building blocks, such
as entities and agents, and aggregates (which have also been called constructs
(Bredeweg et al., 2006c)), such as model fragments and scenarios. The build-
ing blocks are further divided into structural and behavioural building blocks
to differentiate between ingredients that describe the structure of a system
and those that describe the system’s behavioural aspects (Section 3.2.4). For
example, entities, agents and configurations are structural building blocks,
while quantities, correspondences and influences are behavioural building
blocks. Note that some model ingredients that are represented as properties
also occur in the class hierarchy (e.g., qr:configuration). This is possible
as a result of punning (Section 6.3), and is necessary to clarify to which cat-
egories model ingredients belong, and also to properly restrict their use in
model fragments (Section 6.8).

Within the property hierarchy, the main distinctions are between relations
that indicate parts (hasPart), their inverse relations (partOf), and all other re-
lations (connection). Configurations, and the behavioural dependencies that
are represented as properties, occur both in the property hierarchy and the
class hierarchy. However, specific subproperties, such as the inequalities and
the different causal relations, occur only in the property hierarchy. This is
because those subproperties are not explicitly defined as also being classes.

To express the meaning of the QR terms in OWL (requirement #4) two
design goals are pursued in the design of the QR formalism ontology:

1. The QRM representation should allow scenarios to be classified as in-
dividuals of model fragments. Ideally, OWL reasoners should be able
to perform the classification task identically to the Garp3 reasoning en-
gine (as explained in Section 6.3). However, no attempt is made to rep-
licate other reasoning tasks performed by Garp3 using OWL reasoners,
such as calculating causal effects (Section 3.5.1). These tasks are con-
sidered conceptually different from classification tasks, and therefore
best performed by other reasoners.

2. The QR formalism ontology defines restrictions that capture the syntax
of the Garp3 QR formalism. Syntactically incorrect representations in
models and simulations should result in inconsistencies (that can be
derived using OWL reasoners).

The particular restrictions implemented in the QR formalism ontology to
pursue these goals is explained in the following sections, as they dependent
on the way ingredients are represented in the QRM and simulation repres-
entations. The representations needed to allow the classification of scenarios
are discussed in Section 6.8. The way restrictions are used to capture the syn-
tax of the Garp3 formalism is explained in Sections 6.8, 6.10 and 6.11.

Generally, the syntax of the models and simulations is formalized in the
restrictions of the classes and properties. They typically consist of a set of
N (and sometimes N+S) conditions on the classes, and domain and range
specifications for the properties. For example, the following restrictions in-
dicate that (1) qr:hasQuantity properties originating from entities can only
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have quantities as fillers, (2) qr:hasQuantity properties can only originate
from entities or agents, and (3) qr:hasQuantity properties can only have
quantities as fillers.

1. qr:Entity v ∀qr:hasQuantity.Quantity

2. (> 1qr:hasQuantity) v Entity t Agent
3. > v ∀hasQuantity.Quantity

6.6 choosing uris for qr ingredients

One of the reusability requirements is having a means of identification for
model ingredients and types (requirement #3, Section 6.2). As mentioned
in Section 6.3, within OWL this role is performed by URIs. Within the QR
formalisation, the identifiers need to be designed to fulfil the following re-
quirements to assure reusability and interoperability:

• Each URI of an ingredient in a model or simulation should be unique.
That is, a single URI can never identify more than one model ingredi-
ent. This prevents ambiguity in the identification of a particular in-
gredient.25 Unique URIs allow services to know that information be-
longs to a particular model ingredient, and also to indicate that newly
derived conclusions concern particular ingredients.

• URIs for ingredients should be persistent. That is, URIs should not
change, and if generated, they should be the same each time. This is
essential for interoperability, as it assures that components keep using
the same URIs to identify the same ingredients. Typical use-cases for
persistent URIs are tracking the development of a model and compar-
ing different versions of models.

• URIs should be meaningful. Particularly, the form of the URIs should
provide the means to locate ingredients in representations. This allows
URIs to be programmatically checked for correctness. This can be ac-
complished in two ways. First, by parsing a URI an ingredient should
be found. If an ingredient does not exist at that location, the URI is
wrong. Second, parsing the URI is typically an alternative method of
retrieving ingredients in an application. To simplify search there is of-
ten a lookup table that relates URIs to the ingredients they identify. A
comparison between the results of these two methods, which should
yield the same result, allows the correctness of URIs to be checked. An
added benefit of encoding the location of ingredients in their URIs is
that it contributes to making URIs unique.

The following sections discuss the design for the URIs for ingredients of
QR models and QR simulations.

6.6.1 The base URI

The base URI identifies a particular model or simulation. The full URI, which
consists of the base URI and an ingredient identifier identifies a particular
ingredient. As mentioned in Section 6.4, the base URIs of the QRM and
simulation representations are identified by the namespaces qrm: and qrs:
respectively.

25Technically, there can be multiple URIs that identify a single ingredient. However, this
makes interoperability unnecessarily complicated.
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The base URI for models consists of several parts that are both meaningful
and assure that it uniquely identifies a model or simulation:

1. The beginning of the URI is http://www.dynalearn.eu/models/, which
indicates that the content belongs to DynaLearn models.26 Moreover,
the URI can be interpreted as a URL from which the particular model
can be downloaded.27

2. The second part of the URI is a unique identifier based on the name
of the model file (without the extension). This file name is (path)
percent-encoded to assure that no reserved characters occur in the URI
(Berners-Lee et al., 2005). The result is then converted from an Interna-
tional Resource Identifier (IRI) (Duerst and Suignard, 2005) to a URI,
which consists of converting Unicode characters (16-bit) to UTF8 (8-bit)
and percent encoding the result. This ensures that, for example, inter-
national characters are represented as characters that are valid in a URI
(the ASCII character set). For example, a file called ’Fotossíntese e res-
piração.hgp’ results in the URI part Fotoss%C3%ADntese%20e%20respira%
C3%A7%C3%A3o.

3. Finally, a timestamp is added to assure that the base URI is unique
even when modellers choose the same file name. The base URI ends
with the .owl extension. For example, -created20110628at14h40m32s.
owl

An intriguing question is what defines the identity of a model, and when
the base URI, which identifies a model, should be changed. If a model is
developed, the contents deleted, and a new model built inside the same file,
should the model still be considered to have the same identity? If not, at
which point did it change its identity? A practical solution is chosen to deal
with this issue. Each time the model is saved (and has changes), a new base
URI is generated. Thus, any change to the model is considered to change its
identity. However, one of the requirements for the URIs was that they are
persistent. To deal with this issue, each of the base URIs that a model has is
saved and stored using owl:priorVersion. Services can thus detect whether
they previously processed a particular model. This solution also saves the
provenance of a model, which can be useful when modellers built upon or
reuse (parts of) models.

The base URIs for simulations extends the base URI for models. It adds
’/Simulation’ and the identifier of the scenario that the simulation was based
on (discussed in the next section). An example base URI for a simulation is:
http://www.dynalearn.eu/models/Tree&#37;20And&#37;20Shade-created

20091206at13h58m35s.owl/Simulation/i000000009#.

6.6.2 URIs for model ingredient definitions, scenarios and model fragments

As mentioned, the URI of an ingredient consists of the base URI combined
with an ingredient identifier. Different identifiers exists for model ingredient
definitions, their individuals and model ingredient parts associated with
those individuals (e.g., the values of a quantity space).

26Currently, the same URI is used for Garp3 models.
27The model repository that stores the models does not allow models to be directly down-

loaded. Due to the education context, having students download complete models (which they
are meant to build themselves) is deemed undesirable.
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Model ingredient definitions have the most simple identifier, a single num-
ber generated by a counter. However, there is a problem with using a num-
ber as an identifier. When an OWL file is saved as RDF/XML, the URIs are
abbreviated using namespaces into what are called qualified names. The URI
for an ingredient becomes something like &qrm;123. However, the XML spe-
cification indicates that qualified names cannot start with a number.28 To
resolve this problem, the identifier is prefixed with the letter ’i’ (for identi-
fier).

A few URIs for model fragments are shown in Figure 59. The URIs for
scenarios and model ingredient definitions, such as entity, configuration and
quantity definitions, use the same format.

Static Population

Closed population

Existing population

Non existing population

Process Colonisation
Pre colonisation

Starting colonisation

Agent

Figure 59: URIs in part of the model fragment hierarchy of the Ants’ garden model
(Salles et al., 2006). The population model fragment definition has the URI:
&qrm;i120. The Pre-colonisation model fragment has the URI: &qrm;i113.

6.6.3 URIs for model ingredient individuals

Recall that model ingredient individuals are always created within the con-
text of a scenario or model fragment. Therefore, their URIs consist of the
identifier of the scenario or model fragment in which they are contained,
and an identifier for the individual (separated by a ’/’). This combination
makes the URI more meaningful, as it allows the ingredient to be found
based on the structure of the URI. An example URI is shown for the popu-
lation entity in the population model fragment in Figure 60.

Population
Population

Size

Zlah
High
Average
Low
Zero

Figure 60: URIs in the Population model fragment from the Ants’ garden model
(Salles et al., 2006). The Population entity individual has the URI: &qrm;
i120/i745. The value high in the magnitude quantity space of size has
the URI: &qrm;i120/i746/Magnitude/i770/High (Section 6.6.4).

Individuals of behavioural dependencies, such as inequalities and causal
relations, have the same URI form as other model ingredient individuals.

28http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml/#NT-NameStartChar (visited 17th of April 2013)

http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml/#NT-NameStartChar
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However, in the QR formalisation they are represented as property indi-
viduals instead of individuals of classes. Since property individuals do not
have URIs in OWL, a special representation is needed to assign them. This
is discussed in Section 6.7.

6.6.4 URIs for model ingredient parts associated to individuals

Some individuals of definitions have associated QR ingredient parts. For ex-
ample, a quantity typically has a magnitude and a derivative, which each
have quantity spaces and associated values (Section 3.3.2). To identify these
different ingredient parts, extra elements are added to the URIs of the indi-
viduals to which they are associated. For quantities, adding ’/Magnitude’ (or
’/Derivative’) identifies the magnitude (or derivative). The quantity space
of the magnitude (or derivative) is identified by adding the ingredient iden-
tifier of the quantity space (e.g., /i770). Finally, particular values can be
identified by adding the name of the value (e.g., /Increasing). As an ex-
ample, the URI of the value High in the quantity Size is shown in Figure 60.

6.6.5 URIs when dealing with imported model fragments

A complicating factor in the design of URIs is dealing with the reuse of
model fragments (Section 3.3.6). Consider the following example (also men-
tioned in Section 6.2), which involves a model fragment in which two size
quantities occur. In another model fragment, in which this smaller model
fragment is reused multiple times, there is a value assignment on one of
the reused size quantities. How can this particular size quantity be identi-
fied? The solution to uniquely identify reused ingredients, such as the men-
tioned size quantity, is encoding the position of such ingredients in a model
by incorporating the identifiers of Imported Model Fragments (IMFs) into
their URIs. IMFs are individuals of model fragments. As such, they have
ingredient identifiers similar to those of model ingredient individuals. Con-
sequently, the URI of a reused model ingredient individual consists of the
identifiers of the model fragment in which the IMF is incorporated, the IMF,
and the individual.

If a model fragment, that is reused as an IMF, itself has an IMF (or mul-
tiple IMFs), the URIs become more intricate. The URIs of the ingredients in
the IMF within the reused model fragment consist of the identifiers of (1)
the model fragment that is being developed, (2) a number of IMFs, and (3)
the individual. The identifiers of the IMFs can be seen as a path from the
largest IMF (which is reused last), through each of the IMFs it imports, to
the individual. Examples are shown in Figure 61.

The design of the URIs allows the location of ingredients in a model to be
identified. Moreover, the URIs are meaningful, which allows the ingredient
to be interpreted and checked for correctness.29 Summarizing, the interpret-
ation of the URIs is as follows. The base URI identifies a particular model
(or simulation).

• If the identifier that follows consists of a single number, the ingredient
is a model ingredient definition.

29To facilitate debugging and development, functionality was added to DynaLearn to re-
trieve model ingredients based on URIs (and the other way around). Furthermore, particular
ingredients can be highlighted in DynaLearn based on their URIs, which is both a useful debug-
ging tool, and useful when providing information about particular ingredients to modellers.
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Colonisation

Population
Population

Non existing population

Size

Zlah
High
Average
Low
Zero

Open population

Immigration

Zp
Plus
Zero

Figure 61: URIs in the Pre-colonisation model fragment from the Ants’ garden model
(Salles et al., 2006). The Population entity has the URI: &qrm;i113/i703/
i704/i131/i745, which indicates that the entity is in the model frag-
ment precolonisation (i113), which imports the Colonisation model frag-
ment (i703), which imports the Non-existing population model frag-
ment (i704), which contains the (hidden) Population model fragment
(i131), which contains the entity Population (i745). The value zero in
the magnitude quantity space of Immigration has the URI: &qrm;i113/
i703/i705/Magnitude/i769/Zero, which indicates that the value is in the
Pre-colonisation model fragment (i113), which imports the Colonisation
model fragment (i703), which contains the quantity Immigration (i705),
of which the magnitude has quantity space Zp (Magnitude/i769), which
contains the value Zero.

• If multiple numbers follow, it is a model ingredient individual. The
first number identifies the aggregate in which the ingredient can be
found.

• If there are multiple numbers following the aggregate identifier, all
except the last constitute a path of IMFs that specifies where the model
ingredient individual can be found. The last number in the sequence
identifies the particular individual.

• If the URI continues after the last number, these parts identify a QR
ingredient part associated with the individual.

6.6.6 URIs for simulation ingredients

In contrast to QR model ingredients individuals, the URIs for ingredients in
simulations do not require an intricate structure, as there is no reuse. The
Garp3 reasoning engine devises its own identifiers for simulation ingredi-
ents. Individuals of entities and agents in scenarios already have differen-
tiating names, so these names can be used as identifiers. The same is true
for quantity names, which are numbered when they occur multiple times.
These generated identifiers are adopted to create URIs (instead of develop-
ing and implementing a new URI scheme analogous to the one for model
ingredients). Only the identifiers for ingredient parts that are associated
with individuals are adopted from the URI scheme for model ingredients.

The resulting URIs are as follows. The URI starts with the base name for a
simulation. What follows is the string ’State’ combined with the number of
a state, and the identifier generated by the reasoning engine (separated by
’/’), and optionally an identifier for a model ingredient part. For example,
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the URI of the value zero of the magnitude of the quantity immigration in
state 2 could be &qrs;State2/Immigration2/Magnitude/i769/Zero.

6.7 representing relations

The OWL representation of QR relations, such as configurations, causal re-
lations and inequalities, require special consideration. Each QR relation con-
nects two model ingredient individuals. However, modellers can add com-
ments to QR ingredients, and hence also to relations. Moreover, to recon-
struct a model from a QRM formalisation, the graphical layout information
of ingredients needs to be stored.30 As a consequence of having to repres-
ent this extra information about QR relations, these relations need to be
considered n-ary. In OWL, properties are binary in nature. As such, repres-
enting such n-ary relations is an issue. Two possible solutions are discussed
(Sections 6.7.1 and 6.7.2) and compared (Section 6.7.3).

6.7.1 N-ary relations through reification

As part of established best practices, a pattern is proposed for the represent-
ation of n-ary relations in OWL (Noy and Rector, 2006). The main idea of
this pattern is that the relation definition is represented as a class instead of
a property (an act called reification). Occurrences of such relations are rep-
resented as individuals of that class. Given that individuals can participate
in an arbitrary amount of relations, n-ary relations can be represented.

The representation of configuration relations is a representative example
of how QR relations could be formalised. Following the pattern, the config-
uration definition preys on

−→ can be defined in OWL as follows:

qr:Configuration v owl:Thing
qr:hasConfiguration v owl:topObjectProperty
qr:hasConfigurationTarget v owl:topObjectProperty
qrm:PreysOn v qr:Configuration

The data properties to represent the graphical layout information are:

qr:has_x_position v owl:AnnotationProperty
qr:has_y_position v owl:AnnotationProperty

Given these definitions, a preys on
−→ relation between a lion and an zebra pop-

ulation, its description through a comment, and its position in a graphical
user interface can be represented as follows :

qrm:PreysOn1 ∈ qrm:PreysOn

〈qrm:Lion_population,qrm:PreysOn1〉 ∈ qr:hasConfiguration
〈qrm:PreysOn1,qrm:Zebra_population〉 ∈ qr:hasConfigurationTarget
〈qrm:PreysOn1, "Lions prey on zebras"@en〉 ∈ rdfs:comment
〈qrm:PreysOn1, 0〉 ∈ qr:has_x_position

〈qrm:PreysOn1, 37〉 ∈ qr:has_y_position

This formalisation solves the problem of representing n-ary relations in
OWL. It also allows relation individuals to be identified using a single URI

30Note that the layout information is not strictly necessary to achieve service-based model-
ling support. This information is stored so that models can be completely reconstructed based
on an OWL file. The OWL file format might even be used as an alternative to the current binary
(.hgp) files.
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(in the example qrm:PreysOn1). By contrast, a regular property individuals
has to be identified using three URIs (i.e. the RDF triple that defines the
property individual).

However, not present in the original reification pattern is inferring the
actual property individual from the reified property. OWL2 does not allow
the specification of classes in property chains. Otherwise it might be possible
to infer the property individual from its reified version:

qr:hasConfiguration ◦ qrm:PreysOn ◦ qr:hasConfigurationTarget v
qrm:preysOn

Using punning to indicate that the qrm:PreysOn class is also a property
(Section 6.3) may seem to address this issue, as it allows the class to be added
to the property chain (shown above). However, it does not solve the problem,
as it does not result in the qrm:PreysOn1 individual to be interpreted as a
property individual. Consequently, the property individual is not inferred:

qrm:PreysOn v owl:topObjectProperty

Alternatively, a specific qr:hasConfiguration (or qr:hasConfigurationTarget)
sub-property can be defined for each configuration definition. This allows
the property individual to be inferred:

qrm:hasConfigurationPreysOn v qrm:hasConfiguration

qrm:hasConfigurationPreysOn ◦ qrm:hasConfigurationTarget v
qrm:preysOn

This addition to the pattern requires the specification of a new property
definition in order to infer a new property individual, which seems wasteful
compared to asserting the property individual directly.

In summary, the reification pattern allows n-ary relations to be modelled,
but represents relations as classes instead of properties. A benefit is that the
pattern allows a relation to be identified by a single URI. A drawback is
that the property individual versions of the reified relations cannot be easily
inferred. However, it is possible to directly assert them in addition to their
reified versions.

6.7.2 N-ary relations through annotation axioms

An alternative pattern to represent n-ary relations makes use of annotation
axioms, which have been introduced in OWL2 (Motik et al., 2012). Annota-
tion axioms allow information about property individuals to be added using
annotation properties. In terms of reasoning, such annotation properties are
ignored. Consequently, annotation properties should be exclusively used for
information that is not necessary in reasoning.

The limitation of the pattern does not affect the representation of most
of the QR relations. Consider how configurations could be represented us-
ing this pattern. The configuration QR term is defined as an object property.
The preys on

−→ configuration definition is defined as a property definition, and
occurrences of this configuration in aggregates are defined as property indi-
viduals:

qr:configuration v owl:topObjectProperty
qrm:preysOn v qr:configuration
〈qrm:Lion_population,qrm:Zebra_population〉 ∈ qrm:preysOn

To add the modeller’s comment and the graphical positioning information
to this relation individual, an AnnotationAxiom is used. This axiom has no
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URI (it is a blank node in RDF, _:a1 below), and identifies a particular prop-
erty individual by indicating the URIs of the property and the individuals
it relates.

_:a1 ∈ owl:AnnotationAxiom
〈_:a1,qrm:preysOn〉 ∈ owl:annotatedProperty
〈_:a1,qrm:Lion_population〉 ∈ owl:annotatedSource
〈_:a1,qrm:Zebra_population〉 ∈ owl:annotatedTarget
〈_:a1, "Lions prey on zebras"@en〉 ∈ rdfs:comment
〈_:a1, 0〉 ∈ qr:has_x_position

〈_:a1, 37〉 ∈ qr:has_y_position

A problem with the representation of property individuals in OWL is that
they do not have URIs. Consequently, to refer to a particular relation, three
URIs have to be specified (as in the AnnotationAxiom). This makes commu-
nication with services, and processing of the representation unnecessarily
complicated. To deal with this issue, an annotation property can be defined
to associate URIs to property individuals (qr:ID):

〈_:a1, "qrm:preysOn1"〉 ∈ qr:ID

Although this representation can be used to allow ingredients to be iden-
tified using a single URI, there are several issues that make it suboptimal.
First, the URI is stored as a literal instead of a URI. Second, the URI is not
specified using the normal property rdf:ID, as some programming language
libraries, such as the OWL API, do not allow the URI to be extracted from
the AnnotationAxiom in that form. As a consequence, a dedicated approach
is needed to determine the URIs of property individuals (which is different
from the approach used to determine the URIs of other OWL primitives).

In summary, the axiom annotation pattern allows n-ary relations to be
represented by adding annotation properties to property individuals. A lim-
itation of this pattern is that it cannot be used when additional information
about a relation should be represented using object properties. Furthermore,
as OWL does not identify a property individual using a single URI (but in-
stead by a triple of URIs), in the pattern, a URI is associated to the property
individual using an annotation property. This allows a property individual
to be identified by a single URI, but requires services to implement a separ-
ate function to retrieve such URIs.

6.7.3 Choosing a representation for relations

For the work presented in this thesis, the annotation axiom pattern is chosen
as the representation of QR relations (Section 6.7.2). Mathematical operat-
ors are an exception and are represented using the reification pattern (Sec-
tion 6.7.1). There are several reasons for this choice. First, the structural
relations, causal dependencies, inequalities and correspondences are con-
sidered relations. Therefore, to conform to the ontological commitments of
OWL, they should be represented as properties (Section 5.2.2). If in the fu-
ture the QR formalism ontology is defined in terms of a top-ontology, or
aligned with another ontology, the corresponding resources are more likely
to be defined using the same types (given that the other ontology conforms
to the ontological commitments of OWL). Second, for particular services,
the QR representations are queried using SPARQL. Since these queries are
expected to be run on a repository with hundreds of QR models, the per-
formance of those queries is an issue. The reification pattern requires 2
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triples per relation, while the annotation axiom approach requires only one.
Consequently, the queries are both faster and simpler using the annotation
axiom approach.

As mentioned, mathematical operators are an exception. The reason is
that mathematical expressions, such as Aqv +B

q
v > C

q
v cannot be represented

using the annotation axiom pattern (Section 6.7.2). Mathematical operators
relate two ingredients, and there can be an arbitrary number of inequalities
to other ingredients (to indicate that the result is smaller than, bigger than
or equal those ingredients). As such, mathematical operators are n-ary re-
lations for which the additional information should be represented using
object properties. Therefore these relations cannot be represented using the
annotation axiom pattern, and the reification pattern is used instead (Sec-
tion 6.7.1). Note that, a property individual version of the reified mathem-
atical operator is not represented, as it causes redundancy and is therefore
considered inelegant.

6.8 representing model fragments and scenarios

The representation of scenarios and model fragments in OWL should allow
scenarios to be classified as individuals of model fragments (as mentioned
in Sections 6.3 and 6.5). This would show that the representation adequately
expresses the meaning of these ingredients (requirement #4) and allow the
reuse of reasoning engines (requirement #5).

6.8.1 An example

To allow scenarios to be classified as individuals of model fragments, model
fragments are represented as classes (subclasses of the qr:ModelFragment
class) and scenarios as individuals (of the class qr:Scenario). The conditions
in model fragments should be formalised as N+S conditions, while the con-
sequences can be represented as N conditions. The qr:hasFact relationship
is used to associate model ingredient individuals to model fragments and
scenarios.

Consider the scenario shown in Figure 62a, which contains the population
entity Population�(Mice population), and the simplified model fragment
shown in Figure 62b, which represents the fact that every population has
a size. Simulating the scenario with Garp3 results in the model fragment
becoming active (as the entity Population�(Mice population) fulfils the
conditions in the model fragment). The model fragment then introduces the
quantity Sizeq to the scenario. For details on how the simulation engine
works, consult Section 3.5.

The formalisation of the scenario and model fragment in OWL would be
as follows. The domain concepts population and size would be defined in
terms the QR terms entity and quantity.

qrm:Population v qr:Entity
qrm:Size v qr:Quantity

The scenario, called Sc1 for brevity, is defined as an individual of the scen-
ario class, and contains an individual of the domain concept population
with the name mice population.

qrm:Sc1 ∈ qr:Scenario
qrm:Mice_population ∈ qrm:Population

〈qrm:Sc1,qrm:Mice_population〉 ∈ qr:hasFact
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Population
Mice population

(a) Scenario consisting of a mice population

Population
Population

Size

Zpm
Maximum
Positive
Zero

(b) Model fragment consisting of the con-
ditional entity population and a con-
sequential quantity size.

Figure 62: A scenario and a model fragment that matches it, which can be formalised
in OWL.

The model fragment, called Population_MF, is defined as a subclass of the
model fragment class. The N+S conditions indicate that there should be at
least one population (∃ is equivalent to > 1), and the N conditions indicate
that the population should have exactly one quantity size attached to it.31

qrm:Population_MF v qr:ModelFragment
qrm:Population_MF ≡ ∃qr:hasFact.qrm:Population

qrm:Population_MF v ∃qr:hasFact.(qrm:Population u
(= 1 qr:hasQuantity.qrm:Size))32

This formalisation classifies the Sc1 scenario as an individual of the model
fragment Population_MF (as long as qr:Scenario and qr:ModelFragment
are not defined as being disjoint).

Reasoning about the entity, agent and assumption hierarchies as part of
the classification task is also possible using this representation, as these hier-
archies can be represented as class hierarchies in OWL. To illustrate this,
assume that in the above example the mice population is actually an indi-
vidual of the mice population model ingredient definition (which is a child
of the population entity definition). In OWL, the mice population class is
defined as a subclass of population, and the individual (which is called
Mice_population1 to prevent URI clashes) is defined as an individual of
the newly defined class.

qrm:Mice_population v qrm:Population

qrm:Mice_population1 ∈ qrm:Mice_Population

In the resulting representation, scenario Sce1 is still classified as an indi-
vidual of Population_MF. Consequently, the formalisation can accurately
capture the reasoning with the model ingredient definition hierarchies.

Note that this formalisation allows for representations beyond what is
possible in the Garp3 formalism. The configuration definitions can be form-
alised as object property hierarchies, which would establish a hierarchy of
structural relations that can play a part in the reasoning. Such configuration
hierarchies are currently not part of the Garp3 formalism.

31Note that indicating that there should be exactly one population (=
1 qr:hasFact.qrm:Population) would prevent scenarios with more than one pop-
ulation from being classified. Worse, because OWL has an open world assumption, such a
restriction would prevent the example scenario from being classified, as the reasoner assumes
there might be another population in the scenario that is unknown.

32Note that the shown representations are incomplete. In each section, only the OWL repres-
entations relevant to the argument are shown. In this example, the layout information, modeller
comments and quantity space representation have been omitted.
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6.8.2 Where the representation of model fragments fails

The representation presented in the previous section does not generalize
to all possible model fragments. Consider the example scenario and model
fragment shown in Figures 63a and 63b. The model fragment, which con-
tains only conditional ingredients, consists of three populations, with the
first population preying on the second, and the second preying on the third.
The scenario shows a hawk population preying on an owl population, which
in turn preys on a mice population. Simulating the scenario in Garp3 results
in the model fragment becoming active.

Population
Population3

Population
Population2

Population
Population1

Preys on Preys on

(a) Model fragment in which three populations prey on each
other.

Population
Mice population

Population
Owl population

Population
Hawk population

Preys on Preys on

(b) Scenario in which a hawk population preys on an owl pop-
ulation, which in turn preys on a mice population.

Figure 63: A scenario and a model fragment that matches it. Both representations
consist of multiple construct ingredients based on the same definition. The
model fragment cannot be represented in OWL using restrictions without
being defined too broadly. This would result in scenarios being wrongly
classified as being instances of the model fragment.

The OWL representation would be as follows. The preys on relationship
is defined as a sub-property of the configuration property.

qrm:preys_on v qr:configuration

The scenario is formalised as follows:

qrm:Sc2 ∈ qr:Scenario
qrm:Hawk_population ∈ qrm:Population

qrm:Owl_population ∈ qrm:Population

qrm:Mice_population ∈ qrm:Population

〈qrm:Sc2,qrm:Hawk_population〉 ∈ qr:hasFact
〈qrm:Sc2,qrm:Owl_population〉 ∈ qr:hasFact
〈qrm:Sc2,qrm:Mice_population〉 ∈ qr:hasFact
qrm:Hawk_population 6= qrm:Owl_population 6= qrm:Mice_population

〈qrm:Hawk_population,qrm:Owl_population〉 ∈ qrm:preys_on

〈qrm:Owl_population,qrm:Mice_population〉 ∈ qrm:preys_on

The formalisation of the model fragment could be as follows. There are at
least three populations, and there is a population, that preys on a population,
and this second population also preys on a population.

qrm:PredationFoodChainMF v qr:ModelFragment
PredationFoodChainMF ≡
> 3 qr:hasFact.qrm:Population u
∃hasFact(Population u (∃preysOn
(Population u (∃preysOnPopulation))))
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This formalisation correctly classifies the scenario as being an individual
of the model fragment. However, the problem is that this representation
is not specific enough. If in the scenario the owl population is defined as
preying on the hawk population, the preys on relation between the hawk
and the owl population remains the same, and the preys on relation to the
mice population is removed, the scenario is still classified as an individual
of the model fragment. Even if the hawk population is defined as preying
on itself (and the other preys on relations are removed), the scenario is still
classified as an individual of the model fragment.

Another problem is that the populations mentioned in the cardinality re-
striction do not necessarily overlap with the populations in the preysOn
restriction. Consequently, if the first population was specified to prey on
a population defined in another scenario (which preys on another popula-
tion), the scenario would still satisfy the conditions. As OWL does not allow
for the use of variables in restrictions (a trade-off between expressivity and
decidability), a stricter representation of model fragments is not possible.

This problem in the formalisation implies that it is not possible to formal-
ize model fragments in OWL in such a way that scenarios are always clas-
sified correctly. Therefore, OWL-based representations cannot adequately
express the meaning of model fragments (requirement #4) and OWL reas-
oning engines cannot be used for the classification of scenarios (requirement
#5). This result relates to research showing that OWL is often insufficiently
expressive to represent structured objects (Motik et al., 2009a), and particu-
larly cycles.33 The implications of this finding on knowledge representation
in general are described in Section 6.14.

The discussed representation of model fragments is not just insufficient to
allow the classification of scenarios, but is also an inaccurate representation
of model fragments. As a result, model fragments cannot be accurately re-
constructed from an OWL file. Therefore, this representation is inadequate
to allow for reuse by other services.

Extensions to OWL (e.g., (Motik et al., 2009a)) and one of the rules lan-
guages meant for the Semantic Web (Boley and Kifer, 2013; Grosof et al.,
2003; Horrocks et al., 2004) might be expressive enough to allow for scen-
ario classification, and allow resolving these issues to be pursued. However,
most of these are not yet certified standards, nor are they sufficiently estab-
lished to allow QR models to be reusable (requirement #1).34

As a result of not being able to represent model fragments using N and
N+S restrictions, dealing with the following issues in this representation
are not explored in this thesis: (1) classification when model fragments are
reused, and (2) model fragments matching on multiple parts of the scenario.

6.8.3 Alternative representation

We have developed an alternative representation of model fragments to deal
with the fact that OWL is not expressive enough to represent model frag-
ments using restrictions. This representation adequately represents model
fragments so that reuse is possible. The model fragments are still represen-
ted as classes, as they are generic representations, and the model fragment

33Although, structured objects in general cannot be represented, patterns exist to represent
particular structured objects. One example is exchange, such as transactions (Hoekstra and
Breuker, 2008; Hoekstra, 2009).

34Note that even when a representation allows for ’structural’ classification, inequality reas-
oning remains necessary in the classification of model fragments (Section 3.5).
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hierarchy (Section 3.3.6) is represented as a class hierarchy. However, for pur-
poses of representing model fragment content, model fragments are treated
as individuals (making use of punning, Section 6.3).

To represent the contents of model fragments, the qr:hasCondition and
qr:hasConsequence properties are introduced. Model ingredients are asso-
ciated to the model fragment through these relationships in a way similar
to the representation of scenarios. The choice between these two proper-
ties determines whether the individual plays the role of a condition or con-
sequence in the model fragment. The resulting representation is identical
to that shown in Figure 58, although the model fragments, scenarios, and
the relations that associate their content to them are not shown there. The
formalisation of the population model fragment (Figure 62b) would be as
follows (for brevity the representation of the quantity space is omitted):

qrm:PopulationMF v qr:ModelFragment
qrm:PopulationMF ∈ qrm:PopulationMF (punning)

qrm:Population1 ∈ qrm:Population

qrm:Size1 ∈ qrm:Size

〈qrm:PopulationMF,qrm:Population1〉 ∈ qr:hasCondition
〈qrm:PopulationMF,qrm:Size1〉 ∈ qr:hasConsequence

Model fragments can be reused in two ways (Section 3.3.6). First, they can
be incorporated in other model fragments as conditional statements, called
Imported Model Fragments (IMFs). Second, model fragments are reused
as a result of inheritance in the model fragment hierarchy. In OWL, IMFs
are represented as individuals of model fragments. An IMF is associated to
the model fragment in which it is imported through the qr:hasCondition
property. There is no direct relation from the model fragment to the con-
tents of the IMF. Instead there is a path of qr:hasCondition relations from
the model fragment to all the model ingredients it contains (in IMFs the
qr:hasConsequence relations are replaced as everything in an IMF is con-
ditional). This path is identical to the sequence of IMF identifiers in the URIs
of those model ingredient individuals (Section 6.6). Each model ingredient
in each IMF is represented using its own individual, as each ingredient can
have different relations in different model fragments.

Reuse that results from the model fragments being organised in a hier-
archy is handled in a similar way to reuse resulting from incorporating
conditional IMFs. It is dealt with by representing the inherited content from
parent model fragments as an IMF (which indicates that it is inherited).

The representation of scenarios has remained identical to the representa-
tion proposed in the previous sections, except for one detail. The contents is
connected to the scenario using the qr:hasConsequence property instead
of qr:hasFact.

6.8.4 Model fragment constraints

Depending on the type of model fragment, there are specific constrains re-
garding which ingredients can be incorporated, and whether these ingredi-
ents can be conditions or consequences (Table 2). The OWL formalisation of
these constraints should be such that an inconsistency is derived if a model
fragment breaks these rules.

However, the formalisation of the restrictions is problematic for QR re-
lations, such as configuration, influences and inequalities, which are rep-
resented as properties. If these relations were reified as classes, the restric-
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tions could indicate that a model fragment cannot have qr:hasCondition
and qr:hasConsequence properties to individuals of some of these classes.
Also, to associate model ingredient individuals to model fragments, these
relations would point to the URIs of these reified relations. However, in
the chosen representation, the qr:hasCondition and qr:hasConsequence
properties point to URIs of property individuals that are stored as literals
(Section 6.7). Consequently, their use cannot be directly restricted.

The solution to constraining the use QR relations issue makes use of a
side-effect of the representation. As a result of specifying qr:hasCondition
and qr:hasConsequence properties to the URIs of QR relations (which are
stored as literals), the QRM representation contains individuals with these
URIs (with no meaning). Constraints become possible by giving these indi-
viduals the type of the property they instantiate. This is a form of punning
(Section 6.3), as the URI is now both a property (as a result of its type), and
an individual (as a result of the rdf:type relationship). Moreover, the prop-
erty definition that determines the type of the URI is now both a class (as
it has individuals) and a property, which allows it to be categorized as a
particular kind of ingredient in the QR formalism ontology (Section 6.5).

By adding this information to the QRM formalisation, constraints can now
be specified about property individuals (using the properties as classes). The
constraints that apply to all three model fragment types are given below.
This formalisation assures that an inconsistency is derived if, for example, a
model fragment incorporates an influence as a condition.

qr:ModelFragment v ∀qr:hasCondition.(

qr:Entity t qr:Agent t qr:Attribute t qr:Assumption t
qr:Quantity t qr:Operator t qr:ValueAssignment t
qr:ModelFragment t qr:configuration t
qr:inequality t qr:identity)

qr:ModelFragment v ∀qr:hasConsequence.(
qr:Entity t qr:Attribute t qr:Quantity t
qr:Operator t qr:ValueAssignment t qr:configuration t
qr:influence t qr:proportionality t qr:correspondence t
qr:inequality t qr:identity)

The different types of model fragments (static, process and agent) can
be formalized in such a way that they are automatically classified. A static
fragment is a model fragment that contains no influence. Moreover, because
there is no process that can cause change, no new structural parts of the
system can be introduced (entities, configurations or attributes):35

35Note that in OWL1, which does not allow for punning, a formalisation of these constraints
does not seem to be possible (with the QR relations represented as properties). It might seem
that a restriction that indicates that a static fragment cannot contain a quantity that is related
through an influence would solve this problem (¬(∃qr:hasCondition.(qr:Quantity u
> 1 qr:influence.Quantity)) and (¬(∃qr:hasConsequence.(qr:Quantity u
> 1 qr:influence.Quantity))). However, this formalisation is actually incorrect. Indi-
viduals of static model fragment that are reused in process or agent model fragments can
have their quantities related through influences. These influences are not directly related to the
static fragment through qr:hasConsequence properties, but rather to the model fragment
definition in which the static fragment is reused.
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qr:StaticFragment ≡ qr:ModelFragment u
¬(∃qr:hasCondition.Agent) u
¬(∃qr:hasConsequence.qr:Entity) u
¬(∃qr:hasConsequence.qr:Attribute) u
¬(∃qr:hasConsequence.qr:configuration) u
¬(∃qr:hasConsequence.qr:influence)

A process fragment does not contain an agent, but has at least one influ-
ence:

qr:ProcessFragment ≡ qr:ModelFragment u
¬(∃qr:hasCondition.Agent) u
∃qr:hasConsequence.influence

Finally, an agent fragment contains at least one agent.

qr:AgentFragment ≡ qr:ModelFragment u
∃qr:hasCondition.Agent

The formalisation of the model fragment constraints results in inconsist-
encies when a model fragment incorporates ingredients in an unsanctioned
way. An added benefit is that the definitions allow model fragments to be
classified. For example, a process or agent fragment that contains no in-
fluences and agents also does not introduce structure can be classified as
a static fragment using an OWL reasoner. This allows a service to be de-
veloped that supports modellers in optimizing their model fragment hier-
archy.

6.9 representing simulations

A QR simulation consists of a set of states and the transitions between these
states (e.g., Figure 10). A state can consist of ingredients from both scenarios
and model fragments, as it is the result of incorporating the consequences of
active model fragments into a (transition) scenario. The dependencies view
can be considered to show the contents of a state (e.g., Figure 13).

The OWL representation of a state, which is an individual of the class
qr:State, is similar to the representation of a scenario (Section 6.8). However,
it can consist of all possible QR ingredients, and this content is associated
to the state through qr:hasFact properties (instead of qr:hasConsequence).
Transitions are represented using the relation reification pattern (Section 6.7),
and are individuals of qr:Transition. The reification of transition relations
allows the causes of transitions to be represented (such causes are shown in
the transition history, e.g., Figure 14).36

There are two issues with the representation of simulations. The first is-
sue is that the individuals in each state share the same identity (Guarino and
Welty, 2002a; Halpin et al., 2010). For example, the mice population in state
1 is the same as the mice population in state 2, even though its size might
have changed. OWL does not provide a standardized way to represent iden-
tity. As a solution, the property qr:sameIndividual is defined to relate each

36An OWL formalisation of transition causes has not yet been developed.
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individual with the same identity in each state to the corresponding indi-
vidual in state 1.37 Section 6.14 proposes a solution that could solve this
identity problem in OWL more elegantly.

A second issue is the representation of the relations between the simula-
tion level and the model level (Figure 58). The provenance of the ingredients
in each state, i.e. from which ingredients in which model fragments they are
derived, should be represented through relations to ingredients in the QRM
representation. In our approach, the qr:sameIndividual is used to relate
the ingredients in each state to the ingredients in the scenario from which
the simulation was derived (for those ingredients that exist in the scenario).
The property rdf:type is used to both indicate that a state ingredient is
an individual of a particular model ingredient definition (not shown Fig-
ure 58), and to represent that the simulation ingredient is an individual of
an ingredient in a model fragment. Since multiple model fragments can in-
troduce the same ingredient, there can actually be relations from the same
state ingredient to ingredients in different model fragments.

6.10 representing attributes , quantities and quantity spaces

In terms of representation, attributes (Section 3.3.1) and quantity spaces
(Section 3.3.2) are seemingly similar. Each consists of a set of possible val-
ues. However, there are important differences. First, an attribute has a num-
ber of possible discrete values, which have no prescribed order. A quantity
space, however, consists of a total order of distinct qualitative values that
represents a continuum of possible values. Second, individual values from
quantity spaces can be related to other ingredients (e.g., Container�(C1) :
Heightq(Max) > Container�(C2) : Heightq(Max)). In contrast, the val-
ues of attributes do not participate in relations. These differences have im-
portant consequences for the formalisation in OWL.

6.10.1 Representing attributes

The OWL representation of attributes makes use of the values as sets of
individuals pattern (Rector, 2005). The main idea is that the possible val-
ues of an attribute are defined using an extensionally defined class (Sec-
tion 6.3). Consider for example a valve that can either be open or closed
(Valve� ( OpenOrClosed ∈ {Open,Closed}). The OWL formalisation of
the attribute definition is as follows:

qrm:OpenOrClosed v qr:Attribute
qrm:OpenOrClosedValue v qr:AttributeValue
qrm:Open ∈ qrm:OpenOrClosedValue

qrm:Closed ∈ qrm:OpenOrClosedValue

qrm:Open 6= qrm:Closed

qrm:OpenOrClosedValue ≡ {qrm:Open,qrm:Closed}

37Relating the individuals in states to the ingredients in the scenario does not work, as the
scenario does not contain all the ingredients that are present in the state. Relating the indi-
viduals in states to ingredients in model fragments does not work either. Those ingredients
represent multiple possible individuals. For example, the population model fragment can be-
come active for multiple different populations (Figure 62b).
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The representation of a particular valve in a model fragment or scenario is:

qrm:OpenOrClosed1 ∈ qrm:OpenOrClosed

qrm:Valve v qr:Entity
qrm:Valve1 ∈ qrm:Valve

〈qrm:Valve1,qrm:OpenOrClosed1〉 ∈ qr:hasAttribute
〈qrm:OpenOrClosed1,Open〉 ∈ qr:hasAttributeValue

Next, a number of constraints related to attributes are defined in the QR
formalism ontology that cause inconsistencies if properties are used in a
way that is syntactically incorrect. They indicate that (1) qr:hasAttribute
properties from entities are always to attributes, (2) qr:hasAttribute always
originates from either entities or agents, (3) fillers of qr:hasAttribute are
always attributes, (4) qr:hasAttributeValue always originates from attrib-
utes, (5) fillers of qr:hasAttributeValue are always attribute values, and
(6) if there are multiple fillers for qr:hasAttributeValue they are the same
individual.

1. Entity v ∀hasAttribute.Attribute
2. (> 1hasAttribute) v Entity t Agent
3. > v ∀hasAttribute.Attribute
4. (> 1hasAttributeValue) v Attribute
5. > v ∀hasAttributeValue.AttributeValue
6. > v 6 1hasAttributeValue

6.10.2 Representing quantities

A quantity has a magnitude and a derivative, which each in turn have a
quantity space. The OWL formalisation, which is also shown in Figure 64,
is shown below. For brevity, the formalisation of the quantity space of the
derivative is not shown.

qrm:Flow v qr:Quantity
qrm:Flow1 ∈ qrm:Flow

qrm:Magnitude ∈ qr:Magnitude
qrm:Derivative ∈ qr:Derivative
〈qrm:Flow1,qrm:Magnitude〉 ∈ qr:hasMagnitude
〈qrm:Flow1,qrm:Derivative〉 ∈ qr:hasDerivative
qrm:Nzp v qr:QuantitySpace
qrm:Nzp1 ∈ qrm:Nzp

〈qrm:Magnitude1,qrm:Nzp1〉 ∈ qr:hasQuantitySpace

The restrictions on the entity and agent classes, which can both have
quantities, and the magnitude and derivative classes, which both have an
associated quantity space, are similar to those specified for attributes. The
domain and range are likewise specified for the different properties to re-
strict their use. To avoid repetition of similar representations, the formalisa-
tion of these restrictions is not shown.

6.10.3 Representing quantity spaces

The OWL representation of attributes is not sufficient to formalize quantity
spaces, as the values in quantity spaces are ordered. Moreover, the qualitat-
ive values can participate in relations, which requires each occurrence of a
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Figure 64: Representation of an individual of the quantity Flowq. For clarity, the
quantity space of the derivative is now shown.

value to have its own individual. Consequently, as in the values as subclasses
partitioning a "feature" pattern (Rector, 2005), each value of each quantity
space has its own class (which are all disjoint). Individuals of these classes
are generated for each occurrence of the quantity space. These value classes
are subclasses of either qr:Point or qr:Interval, which are both subclasses
of qr:QualitativeValue.

Having separate individuals for each value allows them to participate in
relations. However, the ordering still has to be represented. There are three
options:

• The ordering of the values could be indicated using inequalities. Since
in the Garp3 formalism inequalities cannot originate from intervals,
such inequalities could be used to specify the ordering of the values
(while still being able to distinguish these inequalities from those that
are specified by the modeller).

• The ordering could be captured using an rdf:List, which is a list data
structure defined in RDF. This is one of the solutions proposed by the
semantic web best practices and deployment group (Noy and Rector,
2006).

• A more meaningful list data structure could be defined to represent
the order within the quantity space (e.g., using a newly defined prop-
erty called qr:nextQualitativeValue). This is an alternative solution
proposed by the semantic web best practices and deployment group
(Noy and Rector, 2006). An elaboration of this pattern has been pro-
posed that also allows for the classification of sequences (Drummond
et al., 2006).

None of the solutions are ideal. Using inequalities makes it possible to
define quantity spaces using restrictions, which would allow reasoning with
quantity spaces (e.g., checking if an individual of a quantity space has the
same order of values as its definition). However, services are required to
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infer the order of the values from the inequalities, which is non-trivial, in
order to do something meaningful with them.

Using rdf:List is the standard way to represent sequences, as such it prom-
ises to be the most reusable and interoperable of the options. The defini-
tions of quantity spaces can be represented by using punning (Section 6.3).
The value classes are treated as individuals and ordered in a list, and the
individuals of quantity spaces can be represented as regular lists of indi-
viduals. However, there are two issues with this representation. First, reas-
oning engines cannot be used to check the correctness of quantity space
individuals, as the quantity space definitions are not represented using re-
strictions. Second, querying for the members of a list has only become pos-
sible in SPARQL 1.1 (using property paths) (Harris and Seaborne, 2013).
However, SPARQL 1.1 is not yet widely deployed. There are some SPARQL
implementations that have their own functions to allow for directly query-
ing RDF list elements.38 This issue can be partially solved by adding direct
qr:hasQualitativeValue properties from the quantity space to each of the
values. This results in some redundancy, but makes it easier to check if a
qualitative value is in a quantity space.

The third option, creating a meaningful list data structure, has the benefit
of allowing for reasoning. However, it is a non-standard way of representing
lists. As such, it is potentially not interoperable.

Given these consideration, the second solution (rdf:List) was chosen with
the addition of qr:hasQualitativeValue properties to each of the values. A
representation of a quantity space individual is shown in Figure 65, which
can be seen as an extension of Figure 64. The formalisation is as follows:39

qr:QuantitySpace v rdf:List
qrm:Nzp v qr:QuantitySpace
qrm:Nzp1 ∈ qrm:Nzp

〈qrm:Nzp1,qrm:Negative〉 ∈ qr:containsQualitativeValue
〈qrm:Nzp1,qrm:Zero〉 ∈ qr:containsQualitativeValue
〈qrm:Nzp1,qrm:Positive〉 ∈ qr:containsQualitativeValue
〈qrm:Nzp1,qrm:Negative〉 ∈ rdf:first
〈qrm:Nzp1, _:bnode_1〉 ∈ rdf:rest
〈_:bnode_1,qrm:Zero〉 ∈ rdf:first
〈_:bnode_1, _:bnode_2〉 ∈ rdf:rest
〈_:bnode_2,qrm:Positive〉 ∈ rdf:first
〈_:bnode_2, rdf:nil〉 ∈ rdf:rest

To improve reusability and interoperability, it would be useful if the men-
tioned representation of sequences that allows for reasoning is adopted as
either a part of OWL, or as an extension (Drummond et al., 2006). If this
would have been the case, this representation would have been the preferred
way to represent quantity spaces.

38http://thefigtrees.net/lee/sw/sparql-faq#transitiv8 (visited April 3rd 2013)
39The representation of the values of the qr:Nzp quantity space definition is almost

identical to the representation of the quantity space. The main difference is that the values
are classes instead of individuals.

http://thefigtrees.net/lee/sw/sparql-faq#transitiv8
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Figure 65: Representation of an individual of the quantity space
{Negative, 0p,Positive} (named Nzp). For clarity, the classes repres-
enting the qualitative values are not shown.

6.11 constraining mathematical expressions

Inequalities (<, 6, =, >, >) and operators (+ and −) in the Garp3 formalism
need to be used in a particular way in order to be syntactically correct (Sec-
tion 3.3.4). They can be placed between magnitudes, derivatives, values in
quantity spaces, and operators. However, within a mathematical expression
(e.g., Q1qv = Q1qv (Max

p)), each of these ingredients should belong to either
magnitudes or derivatives.

Formalizing these constraints in OWL requires more elaborate represent-
ations than, for example, those used to represent the restrictions regarding
attributes (Section 6.10). One issue is that the restrictions on inequalities and
on operators in the formalization are different. As discussed in Section 6.7.3,
operators are represented as individuals of classes, and inequalities are rep-
resented as properties. This allows operators, which relate two ingredients,
to have one or more inequalities (from the result of this mathematical ex-
pression) to other ingredients (e.g., Figure 7). As a result of the different
representation of operators and inequalities, their constraints have to be
formalized differently.

Another issue is that specifying the domain and range of, for example, the
property qr:inequality (as shown below) is not restrictive enough. It still
allows ingredients belonging to magnitudes and ingredients belonging to
derivatives to be related (which is syntactically incorrect). The formalisation
needs to distinguish between these two categories of ingredients.

(> 1 inequality) v Operator t Point tMagnitude t Derivative
> v ∀inequality.(Operator t Point tMagnitude t Derivative)

Our solution involves defining classes to represent ingredients related to
magnitudes (called magnitude items), and ingredients related to derivatives
(called derivative items). N+S conditions are specified to classify ingredi-
ents as individuals of these classes, and N conditions are used represent
the constraints. This allows the ingredients to be classified, after which the
constraints become applicable (possibly resulting in an inconsistency if the
expression is syntactically incorrect).
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The formalisation of magnitude items, which consists of magnitudes, points
belonging to magnitudes (intervals cannot be related through inequalities
and operators) and operators belonging to magnitudes is as follows:40

qr:PointBelongingToMagnitude ≡ qr:Point u (

∃qr:belongsToQuantitySpace.(qr:QuantitySpace u
∃qr:isQuantitySpaceOf.qr:Magnitude))

qr:OperatorBelongingToMagnitude ≡ ∃qr:hasLeftHandSide.MagnitudeItem
qr:OperatorBelongingToMagnitude ≡ ∃qr:hasRightHandSide.MagnitudeItem
qr:MagnitudeItem ≡ qr:Magnitude t qr:OperatorOnMagnitudeItem t

qr:PointBelongingToMagnitude

MagnitudeItem u DerivativeItem = ⊥

To adequately constrain the use of inequalities, their restrictions are spe-
cified on the magnitude item and derivative item classes.

qr:MagnitudeItem v ∀qr:inequality.qr:MagnitudeItem

qr:DerivativeItem v ∀qr:inequality.qr:DerivativeItem

The N+S conditions that classify operators (as operators belonging to either
magnitudes or derivatives) also function as constraints. If an operator has
a magnitude item on the left hand side and a derivative item on the right
hand side, it is classified as both a magnitude item and a derivative item.
Since these classes are disjoint, an inconsistency is derived.

6.12 service-based modelling support

The QR formalisation has made QR models reusable and allows differ-
ent forms of service-based modelling support to be implemented. This is
demonstrated by its use to achieve interoperability in the DynaLearn In-
teractive Learning Environment (ILE) (Bredeweg et al., 2013, 2010), which
includes multiple forms of service-based modelling support (described in
Appendix D). Videos of these means of support are available online.41 Be-
fore describing particular examples of such support, the architecture of the
DynaLearn ILE is explained.

The DynaLearn ILE consists of three main components (Figure 66). The
Conceptual Modelling (CM) component allows modellers to develop and
simulate models using the learning spaces (Chapter 4), and can option-
ally be used without the other components. The two other components can
provide service-based modelling support. The Virtual Character component
(VC) is responsible for on-screen conversational agents (André, 2008), which
can improve the motivation and self-confidence of learners (Leelawong and
Biswas, 2008; Lester et al., 1997; Mulken et al., 1998). The Semantic Tech-
nology component (ST) is a model repository that provides services meant
for two types of users. First, it supports learners in using the correct ter-
minology, provides individualised feedback on their models, and suggests
possible next modelling steps. Second, the ST allows experts to align the
terminology they use in their models with that of the community, and also
allow them to contribute to this terminology. Notice that the ST makes use
of other resources and services on the web, such as the Google spell check
service and DBPedia (Auer et al., 2007). DBPedia is a structured linked data
version of Wikipedia.

40The formalisation of the versions for derivatives is analogous.
41http://DynaLearn.eu/education/

http://DynaLearn.eu/education/
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Figure 66: The interactions between the different components in the DynaLearn ILE.
Each rounded box represents a component, while the square represents a
representational resource.

The VC component runs on the same local computer as the CM, and the
ST is a service on the web. The communication between the CM and VC
is achieved via direct socket communication, while the CM interacts with
the ST web service using the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). Both
the CM and the VC can send requests to each other, as both can initiate
interactions. Means of support through virtual characters can be started
from the CM, and succeeding interactions, which require information from
the CM, can be initiated from the VC. By contrast, interactions with the ST
can only be initiated from the CM. When the VC requires information from
the ST, the request is routed via the CM.

The QR formalisation is used to a different extend within each type of
modelling support in the DynaLearn ILE. Each of these interactions makes
use of the URIs for model (or simulation) ingredients (Section 6.6). The
following sections describe functionalities that rely most of the QR formal-
isation.

6.12.1 Grounding

The grounding functionality supports learners in using the correct termino-
logy. It also allows experts to align their terminology with the community
and to contribute new terms (Garcia et al., 2010; Lozano et al., 2012). In the
grounding process for a model ingredient definition, the modeller is given
a list of possible equivalent concepts (and how often they are used in other
models) from DBPedia. Selecting an equivalent concept, saves its DBPedia
URI as an alignment for the model ingredient. The ingredient is said to be
grounded. The grounding functionality supports English, Spanish, German,
Portuguese, Bulgarian, Dutch, Italian and Hebrew.

Domain experts are able to contribute concepts as possible groundings
by developing so-called anchor terms. These anchor terms consist of a name
and a description and are saved as a separate ontology in the model repos-
itory. Anchor terms can show up as possible equivalent terms during the
grounding process after the expert model has been saved to the repository.
By having domain experts (or teachers) develop and ground their models,
learners are assured of having valid groundings available for particular ex-
ercises. This is essential, as learners are not permitted to develop anchor
terms.

When a modeller initiates the grounding process, the CM component
sends a SOAP request to the ST. This request includes the domain concept
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ontology from the QRM representation, as this representation of the model
ingredient definitions captures the domain concepts used in the model and
simulations (Section 6.4). The response of the ST consists of an OWL file that
describes the possible groundings. As a result of grounding, the models in
the semantic repository share a common vocabulary, which allow models
to be programmatically compared. This is an essential requirement for the
semantic feedback interaction to work.

6.12.2 Semantic Feedback

The semantic feedback interaction provides individualised feedback to learners
(Lozano et al., 2011, 2012). The feedback comes in two forms. First, it indic-
ates how a learner’s model differs from similar models made in the com-
munity. This kind of feedback encourages learners to improve their models,
as it shows how their representations differ from those made by domain
experts. Second, the semantic feedback can suggest possible new modelling
steps. This feedback is meant to give the learner more control over his or
her learning process. When presented via the virtual characters, a possible
feedback is: You’ve modelled the natality of the population, why not also model the
opposing process mortality? By default, the entire repository is used to gener-
ate feedback. This feedback is meant to make learners aware of the possible
directions they can take in the development of their models. However, it is
possible to constrain the set of models from which the feedback is generated
by assigning them to a course. The semantic feedback then functions as a
form of dynamic curriculum planning within the constraints of the course.

When a learner requests semantic feedback, the CM component sends a
request to the ST. This request contains a complete QRM representation (in-
cluding the established groundings). The ST selects a set of grounded QRM
representations based on the number of groundings they have in common
with the QRM representation in the request (settings can be used to indicate
whether models should have few or many groundings in common). On-
tology matching, which involves some OWL reasoning, is done to further
align the QR models (Gracia et al., 2011). The ST then uses SPARQL queries
(particularly on the domain aggregate level, Section 6.4) and some minor
OWL reasoning to compare the QRM representation of the learner’s model
with the selected QRM representations. Based on the differences between
the representations, modelling suggestions are generated. These suggestions
are constrained to be one modelling step away from the learner model, and
are ranked based on the consensus within the models in the repository. The
suggestions are represented in an OWL file and sent to the CM in the re-
sponse to allow them to be shown in an interface (and optionally discussed
by virtual characters). To populate the model repository domain experts
have developed over 200 models (Salles et al., 2012b) in the learning spaces
(Chapter 4).

6.12.3 Quiz

In the quiz interaction, a virtual character, called the quiz master, questions
the learner based on a simulation of an expert model (Wißner et al., 2010b,
2011, 2013). In this interaction, the learner is not developing his own model,
but answers multiple-choice questions based on an expert model that is
considered correct. A question could be: Why does the population size decrease
in state 4? The questions focus on those aspects of the simulation that the
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learner knows less about, and finishes when a sufficient understanding has
been reached.

When a learner starts the quiz, the CM sends a request to the VC that
includes a full QRMS representation (model + simulation) based on an ex-
pert model. The VC acknowledged the request, and constructs a user model
(of the learner’s knowledge) in the form of a Bayesian network based on
the communicated representations. The questions and possible answers are
generated by the CM component (based on the simulation) upon request by
the VC. The quiz master introduces himself to the learner and start asking
questions. During the interaction, the user model is updated based on cor-
rectly and incorrectly answered questions. Information about the learner’s
knowledge about particular aspects of the simulation propagate through the
representation of the model through the links between the simulation and
the domain aggregate level, and links between the domain aggregate level
and the domain concept ontology level (Section 6.4). Follow-up questions
are based on the current state of the user model.

The representation of the Bayesian network, inspired by the QR formalisa-
tion, theoretically allows the information at the domain concept and domain
aggregate levels to be reused for a quiz about another simulation. Going a
step further and reusing the information at the domain concept level for
simulations of other models may also be possible. If the models contain in-
gredients that have the same grounding, the learner’s current knowledge
about these ingredients should also be applicable to these ingredients in
the next model. However, these ideas about reusing information in the user
model have not been implemented.

6.12.4 A QR model repository for domain experts

The initial version of the QR formalisation was used to develop an online
Garp3 QR model repository for domain experts to share and reuse models
via the Qualitative Reasoning and Modelling (QRM) Portal (Liem and Bre-
deweg, 2009).42 The repository allows modellers to upload their work (as
QRM representations) and search for work of others based on the contents
of the models, popularity or ratings. The repository shows the contents of
the uploaded models categorized per ingredient type.

The Garp3 model repository allows for search based on the knowledge
represented in QR models. The repository search function distinguishes
between different types of model ingredients. As a result, modellers can
search for models with particular ingredients, such as a model that contains
both an entity Population� and a quantity Sizeq. Modellers can gradually
refine their search by including more desired model ingredients and are
shown the matching models after each change to their query.

6.13 implementation and quality assurance

6.13.1 Implementation

The implementation of the QR formalisation in OWL has resulted in two
main outputs. First, the QR formalism ontology was created, which defines
the terms in the Garp3 QR formalism, such as quantity, influence and model
fragment. This ontology is available online,43 but is also packaged with

42http://www.Garp3.org Note that this repository is taken down due to security concerns.
43http://staff.science.uva.nl/~jliem/ontologies/DynaLearnQRvocabulary.owl

http://www.Garp3.org
http://staff.science.uva.nl/~jliem/ontologies/DynaLearnQRvocabulary. owl
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Garp3 and DynaLearn to allow for offline use. Second, functionality in
Garp3

44 and DynaLearn45 was developed to convert QR models and sim-
ulations to QRM and simulation formalisations. These formalisations can
be written to output streams (such as files and network sockets) using the
turtle syntax (Beckett et al., 2013) (default), the RDF/XML syntax, or a fast-
loading SWI-Prolog specific binary format. The functionality also allows QR
models to be rebuild from QRM formalisations loaded from input streams.

The QR formalism ontology was initially developed by hand in XML/RDF
notation (to better understand the XML and RDF representations of OWL).
An example QRM formalisation was developed simultaneously. After a first
version of the QR formalism ontology with all the terms (and most of the
restrictions) was finished, further development of ontology was done using
using Protégé 4 (Knublauch et al., 2004). However, manual edits in the QR
formalism file were necessary to define restrictions that include properties
that are also classes (Section 6.8) (through punning, Section 6.3).

The QR model and simulation OWL export and import functionality was
initially implemented using the SWI-Prolog semantic web library (Wiele-
maker, 2009; Wielemaker et al., 2008). Using this library, the OWL repres-
entations are asserted (and read) as RDF statements. Later, the Thea OWL2

library became available, and the implementation was changed to use this
library (Vassiliadis et al., 2009).46 In Thea2, OWL statements are expressed
(and interpreted) using the OWL2 structural syntax (Motik et al., 2012) (with
minor variations). The implementation in the Thea library requires less code,
is easier to understand and maintain.

The export and import functionality was designed so that the implement-
ation is small, and much of the functionality can be reused. To achieve this,
the functionality was divided into three parts: (1) an API that retrieves QR
ingredients based on URIs (or identifiers), and URIs based on ingredients,
(2) functionality that converts a QR model or simulation to OWL, and (3)
functionality to converts a QRM representation to an OWL model.

To implement the URI API, the identifier part of URIs was added to the
data structures of each of the QR model ingredients (construct ingredients
and their definitions) (Section 6.6). A hash table in the model data struc-
ture stores the links between identifiers and model ingredient objects. To-
gether with functionality that converts URIs to identifiers (and the other
way around), QR ingredients can be retrieved based on URIs. The API is
used both in the OWL functionality, and in interactions with services. For
example, services provide information about particular ingredients using
their URIs, and the API is used to highlight these ingredients in the inter-
face.

The export functionality could be kept relatively simple as a result of the
URI API. The order in which model ingredient definitions, model fragments,
and scenarios are exported does not matter, as all their URIs are already
known. By contrast, if the URIs were generated (and not persistent), the
export order would be important, and the links between the URIs and the
exported ingredients would have to be stored in the process.

To implement the actual conversion to OWL, a function is added to each
model ingredient definition class and construct ingredient class. If the QR
ingredients are organised in a hierarchy, this function automatically exports

44http://www.Garp3.org
45http://www.DynaLearn.eu
46Note that the Garp3 implementation is not yet updated to use the Thea2 library. Moreover,

Garp3 still generates the QRM formalisations in OWL1.

http://www.Garp3.org
http://www.DynaLearn.eu
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its children. The aggregate classes (model fragment and scenario) call the
export function for each the construct ingredients they contain.

The OWL import functionality is slightly more elaborate than the OWL
export functionality. This is necessary, as this functionality rebuilds the QR
model using the existing model building API. Consequently, the order in
which the model is constructed is important. The QR ingredient definitions
are imported first, followed by the scenarios. A model fragment can only be
imported when the model fragments that are reused in it exist. To achieve
this, all the model fragments are added to a list. A recursive function loops
through the list, importing model fragments when possible, and stopping
when the list is empty.

The means to communicate with the different components in the DynaLearn
ILE (Section 6.12) are also implemented in SWI-Prolog. The socket commu-
nication between the CM and VC is implemented using the socket class
in XPCE (Wielemaker, 2009). The interaction with the ST web services was
implemented using the SWI-Prolog HTTP library.

6.13.2 Quality assurance

We have imposed four quality criteria for the implementation:

1. The representations are valid OWL, RDF and XML.

2. The representations are syntactically correct (according to the Garp3

QR formalism).

3. The representations fully capture QR models and simulations.

4. The functionality allows for interoperability.

To guarantee that the implementation meets these criteria, extensive test-
ing was performed during development. To assure that the QR formalism
ontology, the QRM formalisations and the simulation formalisations are
valid XML, RDF and OWL, the files were checked using online validat-
ors47,48,49,50 and opened using different OWL editors (Protégé and SWOOP).
The fact that the validators indicate that the files are valid, and that the files
correctly open in the editors, is evidence that the QR formalism ontology
and the QRM and simulation formalisations are valid.

To check whether the QRM and simulation formalisations representations
conform to the syntax of the Garp3 QR formalism, restrictions were added
to the QR formalism ontology (Sections 6.5, 6.8, 6.10 and 6.11). These restric-
tions cause syntactically incorrect representations to result in inconsistencies.
Since checking the QR formalism ontology, and numerous exported models
and simulations for consistency using reasoning engines (FACT++, Pellet,
HermiT and RacerPro) does not result in inconsistencies, there is sufficient
reason to conclude that the generated files are all syntactically correct.

To guarantee that QR representations are completely and accurately cap-
tured in the OWL representations, test scripts were developed that export
models to OWL and import them again. These script ran weekly on a set
of more than 500 models developed by experts. Part of this set are the 210

models developed in the DynaLearn project of which 25 are considered ad-
vanced (Salles et al., 2012b). Models accompanying publications (Bredeweg

47http://validator.w3.org/(XML)
48http://www.w3.org/RDF/Validator/ (RDF)
49http://www.mygrid.org.uk/OWL/Validator (OWL)
50http://owl.cs.manchester.ac.uk/validator/ (OWL)

http://validator.w3.org/
 http://www.w3.org/RDF/Validator/
http://www.mygrid .org.uk/OWL/Validator
http://owl.cs.manchester.ac.uk/validator/
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and Salles, 2009a; Salles et al., 2006) and example models are also part of
the model set.51 The test script also checks whether the number of states
resulting from a simulation before exporting and after importing is equival-
ent, which is evidence that the exported model is equivalent to the imported
version.52 Given that the model set is successfully exported and imported,
and that the number of states resulting from simulation remains the same, it
is reasonable to conclude that the QR models are completely and accurately
captured in OWL. Note that this test also checks whether the represented
model is syntactically correct. The OWL import functionality rebuilds the
model using the model building API in Garp3 and DynaLearn, which gives
errors when illegal representations are made. Since during testing no such
errors occur, the representations are syntactically correct.

Testing whether the QR representations are reusable was part of the weekly
tests by developers and monthly tests by project partners. In these tests,
each of the interactions in DynaLearn, of which almost all require collab-
oration between two or more components, were checked (Section 6.12 and
Appendix D). All interactions were tested by hand, as they involved written
or verbalized text that should be reviewed for correctness. Some of the tests
were automated, such as saving and loading OWL files to a model repos-
itory, and testing some of the DynaLearn interactions for different models
(Appendix D). DynaLearn project partners typically also did their own tests
of specific functionality before evaluation studies.

As a result of these tests, a number of bugs were found and fixed in
DynaLearn and SWI-Prolog. There are currently no known bugs for the
OWL functionality and the means of support that use the QR representa-
tions. These tests succeeding, together with the extensive use of the DynaLearn
interactions with over 700 students (Mioduser et al., 2012a), suggest that the
QR representations can be reused in different services providing modelling
support.

6.14 the limitations of owl

In the formalisation of QR, five notable limitations of OWL have been dis-
covered. These limitations prevent particular aspects of QR from being ad-
equately represented. Each of these issues, and their implications for know-
ledge representation in general, are discussed in turn.53 Possible solutions
and future research are proposed when possible.

6.14.1 Representing specific situations

The first limitation is OWL’s inability to represent specific aggregates, such
as scenarios (Section 6.8). In the QR formalisation, a specific aggregate is
represented as an individual, and properties are used to associate content
(QR ingredients) to this individual. To reduce the necessary amount of prop-
erties to content, the QR formalism ontology distinguishes between QR in-
gredients and QR ingredient parts (Section 6.5), and only properties from
the specific aggregate to the QR model ingredients are represented. The QR
ingredient parts are considered part of the specific aggregate by being asso-

51http://hcs.science.uva.nl/QRM/models/
52Note that this check was performed only 2 or 3 times per year, as even without the simu-

lations the test script takes about a workday to run.
53Appendix E proposes a theory of conceptual models that enumerates the possible repres-

entations in a conceptual model, and how they are composed. This theory can be used as a
conceptual framework to understand the limitations of OWL in more detail.

http://hcs.science.uva.nl/QRM/models/
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ciated to QR ingredients. This representation is not ideal, as a knowledge
engineer has to programmatically or manually assert a large number prop-
erties. Furthermore, it is not easy to determine to which specific aggregate
a QR ingredient part belongs, as there is no direct property to the aggregate
to indicate this fact.

For knowledge representation in general, this means that the OWL rep-
resentation of specific composites (or specific situations) (Appendix E.3), such
as situation descriptions (e.g., scenarios) and situation-specific models (Clancey,
1993) (e.g., a state in the state graph), is currently not ideal. This problem
could be solved by adding a representation of specific situations to the
OWL language. It would allow situation content to be directly asserted to
a specific situation, which would resolve the above mentioned issues. CycL
already allows such representations by having microtheories (also called
contexts) as part of the language (Lenat and Guha, 1991). Consequently, re-
search on adding such contexts to the semantic web is a step in the direc-
tion of representing specific situations (Guha et al., 2004).54 The work on
named graphs (Carroll and Stickler, 2004; Carroll et al., 2005) can also be
considered to contribute, as the assertional part (ABox) within an OWL file
(Baader et al., 2007, 2008) can be considered to represent a single situation.
Having multiple named graphs in a single file could be a way to represent
multiple specific situations.

6.14.2 Representing generic situations

The second limitation is OWL’s inability to represent generic aggregates,
such as model fragments. Currently, generic aggregates cannot be repres-
ented using restrictions, as it is impossible to distinguish between different
individuals of the same type, such as two populations (Section 6.8). As a res-
ult, within the QR formalisation, a model fragment is represented as both a
class and an individual (using punning) and different properties are used to
associate QR ingredients to this model fragment. However, because model
fragments are not represented using restrictions, scenarios cannot be classi-
fied as being individuals of model fragments.

For knowledge representation in general, this limitation means that gen-
eric situations, which are generic composites (Appendix E.3), cannot be rep-
resented in a way that allows situation descriptions to be classified as their
individuals. Consequently, an OWL reasoner cannot be used to interpret
a specific situation, which is often important. Consider the following ex-
amples. Within QR, it is necessary to detect that a scientific theory applies
to a particular system (Section 3.3.6). Within legal reasoning, specific situ-
ations (or cases) have to be interpreted through legal concepts, such as being
a transaction between a buyer and a seller (Breuker et al., 2007; Hoekstra,
2009; Hoekstra et al., 2007). For story understanding, it is important to be
able to interpret a scene as part of a script, such as detecting that a situation
is a part of a set of interactions within a restaurant (Schank and Abelson,
1977).

Allowing the representation of generic situations in OWL and reasoning
with them has two requirements. First, generic situations should be made
a part of the OWL language. This would make a conceptual difference
between classes as representations of concepts and generic situations, which

54It is unclear whether contexts should be considered representations of generic or specific
situations, or both. Consequently, this research could also contribute to the representation of
generic situations in OWL (Section 6.14.2).
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do not always represent concepts.55 Second, to allow for reasoning, future re-
search could investigate the representation of generic situations using OWL
and one of the rule languages for the Semantic Web (Boley and Kifer, 2013;
Grosof et al., 2003; Horrocks et al., 2004). These languages allow the use
of variables, which might solve the issue of distinguishing between differ-
ent individuals. Using proposed extensions to OWL (Motik et al., 2009a)
could also be investigated, as it allows the representation of structured ob-
jects, particularly those with cycles, as generic representations. If it proves
impossible to solve this problem using existing semantic web languages, re-
search could investigate the decidability and complexity of classifying scen-
arios as model fragments in QR reasoning engines, which can be considered
to classify situation descriptions as general situations. A dedicated reasoner
could be developed that performs the situation classification task based on
OWL representations.

A issue related to the representation of generic situations, is the repres-
entation of generic (and specific) sequences. Currently, there is no reusable
way to represent sequences that also allows for classification (Section 6.10).
Specific lists can be represented (using rdf:List), however, this representa-
tion does not allow sequences to be classified. A representational pattern
has been developed that does allow for classification (Drummond et al.,
2006). However, such sequences are not reusable, as each knowledge engin-
eer implements this pattern individually. If the sequences pattern would be
adopted as part of the OWL language (or a recommended extension), this
issue would be resolved. Sequences could then be part of generic situations
and situation descriptions in a way that allows for classification.

6.14.3 Representing identity

The third limitation of OWL, which has also been discovered by others (El-
Ali et al., 2008; Halpin et al., 2010; Hoekstra et al., 2006), is that it lacks a
means to represent identity. For example, the entity individual mice pop-
ulation in state 1 has the same identity as the mice population in state 2,
even though the size of the population has changed (Section 6.9). In the
QR formalisation, these individuals have to be represented using different
URIs, as within each state individuals can have different properties (and us-
ing the same URIs would make it impossible to distinguish to which mice
population individual these relations belong). Since OWL does not provide
a property to indicate identity, the qr:sameIndividual relation was defined
to indicate that these two individuals have the same identity.

There are two ways to solve the representation of identity in OWL. The
first is defining a property to indicate identity as part of the OWL language.
This solution is suboptimal, as it requires many property individuals to be
asserted (between individuals in different situations) to represent identity.

The second, more elegant solution, is introducing a dedicated representa-
tion for something that has a particular identity to the OWL language. We
argue that the word individual would be an appropriate term for anything
that keeps its identity throughout its lifetime (Guarino and Welty, 2002a;
Halpin et al., 2010) (Appendix E.2). This leads to a naming clash with the
use of the term individual in OWL. This can be resolved by using the term
instance for what is currently called an individual in OWL. The defined indi-
viduals could be considered part of the ontology, as they can be considered

55It could be useful to be able to indicate that a class is defined by a generic situation, such
as the concept of a pair of shoes.
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ontological commitments (i.e. assumptions about what individuals exist).
Instances of individuals can represent individuals at particular moments in
time and have additional properties that only apply in that period of time.
For example, Thomas Sowell can be defined as an individual, while one
instance can represent him as a 17 year old high school drop out, while
another can represent him as an 83 year old writer and economist. Because
both instances are derived from the same individual, it is clear they share
the same identity.

To elegantly introduce this solution to the identity problem to OWL, an
adequate representation of specific and generic situations in OWL is re-
quired (Sections 6.14.1 and 6.14.2). For the remainder of this paragraph,
consider the use of the terms instance and individual as proposed above.
The current ABox consisting of instances can be thought of a representing
the definitions of individuals. Within composites, such as different situation
descriptions, the URI of the individual definition can be reused (and inter-
preted as instances). The shared URI would indicate that these instances rep-
resent the same individual, and because their relations are asserted within
a particular composite, they can still be distinguished.56

6.14.4 Representing property individuals

The fourth limitation in OWL concerns the representation of property in-
dividuals. Currently, a property individual is represented as an RDF triple
(subject, property, object). Consequently, a property individual has no URI
and cannot be treated as a resource.57 This representational choice is an is-
sue hindering interoperability, as it requires services to process a single URI
when communicating about a class or property, such as the domain concept
population, but three URIs when referring to a property individual, such as
a particular causal relation. To solve this issue within the QR formalisation,
a property annotation axiom is used to associate a URI (stored as a literal)
to property individuals (Section 6.7.2). However, this associated URI is not
a URI data structure, but a string, and cannot be taken into account during
reasoning.

To resolve this issue within OWL, property individuals should be treated
as resources and it should be possible to associate URIs to them. Perhaps
assigning these URIs should be optional, so that knowledge engineers can
choose when to use them.

6.14.5 Representing n-ary relations

The fifth limitation of OWL is that n-ary relations do not have an elegant
representation. If additional information about a property can be stored us-
ing annotation properties, the property annotation axiom pattern can be
used (Section 6.7.2). However, for n-ary relations using object properties,
relations have to be reified as classes (Section 6.7.1). This is an issue for
multiple reasons. First, aligning ontologies (or conceptual models) becomes
more difficult as in some ontologies a property is represented as a property,

56Note that instances of classes are still required in the representation of composites, as
it should not be necessary to specify the identity of every instance. Another issue is that the
URIs of individuals should be interpreted differently in generic and specific situations. This is
explained in more detail in Appendix E.3.

57This might be a design choice in OWL meant to prevent the representation of n-ary rela-
tions by asserting properties originating from property individuals. Such representations might
make the language undecidable.
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while in others it is represented as a class. Second, services might treat prop-
erties and classes differently, which can cause problems when a property is
represented as a class.

Changing OWL to allow relations from property individuals would allow
n-ary relations to be represented more elegantly. This would require prop-
erty individuals to be given URIs (Section 6.14.4). In general, this might lead
to undecidability. However, a constraint that prevents property individu-
als to originate from properties on properties, may solve this undecidibility
problem.

6.15 conclusions

Articulate conceptual models are useful for science and education. However,
modellers require sophisticated individualised support from teachers and
modelling experts to efficiently and effectively achieve their goals. Provid-
ing such support is time-consuming, and therefore not always available to
the growing number of novice modellers. This chapter describes how such
support can be provided automatically. This requires tools and assets bey-
ond a stand-alone modelling environment. For example, to give intelligent
feedback on a model, knowledge from models in the community is required.
This chapter describes the formalisation of QR representations in OWL to
make them reusable. The QR representations can be checked for correctness
using an OWL reasoner, and have been used to achieve different forms of
service-based modelling support in the DynaLearn ILE.58 For example, a
model repository web service was established that automatically generates
suggested improvements and possible additions to a learner’s model based
on models made by domain experts. The following sections describe the
individual contributions of this chapter in more detail.

6.15.1 QR formalisation

We have achieved a formalisation of QR in OWL. The formalisation distin-
guishes different representations that are organised in levels:

• The QR formalism ontology is the top level in the formalisation. This on-
tology defines the Garp3 formalism terms, which can occur in models
and simulations, in terms of OWL primitives. The restrictions defined
in the ontology assure that inconsistencies are derived if the terms are
arranged in an incorrect manner.

• A QRM representation, which is the second level in the formalisation,
is an OWL representation of a QR model. It consists of two parts:

– The domain concept ontology is the OWL representation of the
model ingredient definitions in a QR model. It captures the do-
main terminology used in the model. The domain concept onto-
logy is defined in terms of concepts defined in the QR formalism
ontology.

– The domain aggregates are the OWL representations of model frag-
ments, which capture parts of domain theories, and scenarios,
which represent specific systems in particular states. Domain ag-

58The DynaLearn ILE, documentation and videos explaining different functionalities are
freely available at: http://www.DynaLearn.eu

http://www.DynaLearn.eu
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gregates are defined using concepts from the domain concept on-
tology and the QR formalism ontology.

• The QR simulation representation is the third and final level in the
representation. It captures a state graph that describes the behaviour
of a system. The ingredients in the simulation refer to ingredients in
the domain aggregates from which they are derived.

6.15.2 Service-based modelling support

The QR formalisation is used as a means to achieve service-based model-
ling support in the Garp3 modelling and simulation environment and the
DynaLearn ILE. We have implemented functionality in both tools that can
convert QR models to QRM representations and back, and can export OWL
simulation representations. For the Garp3 context, we have implemented
a model repository that allows the sharing of models among domain ex-
perts. This repository allows for model search based on their content. In the
DynaLearn ILE, the QR formalisation allows for interoperability between
the conceptual modelling environment, and the semantic technology and
virtual characters components. Moreover, it allows such components to re-
use the QR representations to provide modelling support. The following are
examples of service-based modelling support functionalities achieved using
the QR representations.

• The grounding functionality allows terminology in a model to be linked
to a common vocabulary, and makes use of the domain concept onto-
logy from the QRM representation.

• The semantic feedback provides individualised feedback on a learner’s
model based on models in the DynaLearn model repository. This func-
tionality makes use of the QRM representation of a learner’s model,
and QRM representations of more than 200 models developed by do-
main experts. The OWL representations allow OWL reasoning to be
used in the generation of feedback.

• The quiz interaction questions a learner based on the simulation of an
expert model. The quiz constructs a user model (of the learner’s know-
ledge) that is based on both a QRM and simulation representation.
During the quiz interaction, the learner model is updated based on cor-
rectly and incorrectly answered questions. This information propag-
ates from the simulation to the domain aggregate level, and further to
the domain concept ontology level.

6.15.3 Requirements for reusability

We propose five requirements for making conceptual models reusable, which
have proven important for the QR formalisation:

1. Use a well-defined established knowledge representation language. This al-
lows services developed in different programming languages to pro-
cess the conceptual models.

2. Allow for compartmentalized linked representations. This makes it pos-
sible to provide services with only those parts of the representations
that they requires.
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3. Have a means to identity ingredients and their types. This makes it pos-
sible to use the same identifiers within each of the different services
and the main modelling environment. This functionality has proven
essential in communication between developers.

4. Adequately express the meaning of the terms in the KR language. This should
allow services to interpret the representations in the same way. How-
ever, in our research the goal was (syntactic) interoperability, and not
full semantic interoperability (Section 6.2). There the meaning of terms
is only captured when it ’fits’ the KR language.

5. Reuse reasoning engines. This should be possible as a result of adequately
expressing the meaning of the terms. Such reasoning engines could be
beneficial for services that process model representations.

Adequately expressing the meaning of the terms in the KR language (require-
ment #4) has proven to be only partially possible. The QR formalism on-
tology assures that representations that do not follow the Garp3 formal-
ism syntax cause OWL reasoning engines to infer inconsistencies. However,
OWL proved insufficiently expressive to allow scenarios to be classified as
individuals of model fragments.

6.15.4 Limitations of OWL

We have discovered five important limitations to OWL during the QR form-
alisation:

1. Representing specific situations. Specific situations are not a part of the
OWL language, and it is therefore not possible to assert individuals
and properties within such a context.

2. Generic situations are also not part of the OWL language and therefore
not possible to explicitly represent. Although alternative representa-
tions are possible, such representations prevent generic and specific
situations to be represented in a way that allows specific situations to
be classified as individuals of generic situations.

3. OWL currently does not have a means to represent that different indi-
viduals that have the same identity.

4. The way property individuals are represented in OWL is an issue
hindering interoperability. In communication between services, classes,
individuals and property definitions can be referred to using a single
URI. However, property individuals have to be identified using three
URIs, thus requiring special treatment.

5. In OWL, n-ary relations involving object properties need to be rep-
resented using individuals of a class. Consequently, the same relation
can be represented as a property in one ontology and as a class in
another. This is a potentially an issue when aligning ontologies, and
when services treat classes and properties differently.

For each of these issues, solution and future work are proposed when
possible. Addressing these limitations will contribute to making OWL a
more suitable knowledge representation language to achieve reusability.
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6.15.5 OWL patterns

We have invented a number of new OWL patterns that are generally applic-
able:

1. The representation of model fragment and scenarios can be adopted
to represent specific and general situations (although classification of
specific situations is not possible).

2. The annotation axiom pattern allows n-ary relations, for which the
additional information is stored using annotation axioms, to be rep-
resented without having to reify the property.

3. The formalisation of constraints of mathematical expressions shows
that particular individuals can be constrained by allowing them to be
classified, and adding the constraints to the newly defined classes.

4. A URI scheme has been proposed that should be powerful enough for
most conceptual models.

To summarize, the QR formalisation in OWL have made QR models
reusable and have enabled service-based modelling support. The require-
ments for reusability, together with the encountered representational issues
and designed solutions, should allow other conceptual models to be made
reusable. Further improvements to OWL would alleviate some of the diffi-
culties that such an enterprise would entail, and it would potentially allow
some of the QR representations to be simplified.


